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REMARKS FROM DR. RAYMER 
 
Thank you again for your 

continued patience as we move 

forward with continued fixes and 

improvements to ArmyIgnitEDD. 

We can report that 92% of Soldier 

enrollments are covered by the EIs 

who have been able to upload the 

key set of files allowing Soldiers to 

establish an Education Path and 

for invoicing.  We have received 

over $100M of invoices from the 

ETP draws and from new Soldier 

enrollments in ArmyIgnitEDD. 

These issues have Senior Leader 

visibility up to the Secretary of the 

Army so great attention is being 

given to providing a reliable, user-

friendly system. Thank you again 

for your continued support of 

Soldiers’ pursuit of their academic 

and credentialing goals. 

  

 

Supported by Army Credentialing 

and Continuing Education 

Services for Soldiers, Army 

University (ACCESS, ArmyU) 

ArmyIgnitEDD EI Webinar Recording 

and Slide Information 

1. The presentation slides and recording are available 

HERE. 

2. The next ArmyIgnitEDD EI Webinars will be in 

November 2021. Invitations will be sent to the 
Education Institutions (EIs) Primary Point of 
Contact to share with staff members at your 

institution. As before, the link to join will be 

available on the Army School Support webpage. 

 

 

ArmyIgnitED Education 

Institution (EI) 

Newsletter 
 

https://vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport
https://www.vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport
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Topics of Discussion 

from ACCESS, ARMYU 

Dr. Raymer’s Comments 

• Army’s Commitment to pay Soldiers’ tuition  
• Legacy invoices and incoming ETP invoices 

• Progress on System Improvements 
• 90% of Soldiers can request TA in ArmyIgnitED 

from the over 600 EIs who have uploaded files.  
Although still some blocks. 

• Deep appreciation for your diligence in 
continuing to work with us! 

Finance 

• TA Payment processes from GoArmyEd have NOT 
changed. 

• All TA invoices submitted in GoArmyEd 10 
February and earlier have been approved and 

paid. Follow up with EIs with refund invoices to 

mail us a refund check. 

• All TA enrollments from 1 January 2021 need 

uploaded in ArmyIgnitED for invoicing. Working 

on TA enrollments back to 1 October2020, then 
for prior Fiscal Year TA enrollments.  

• Finance has approved 118 TA invoices in 

ArmyIgnitED. 

• Currently an additional 57 TA invoices in 
ArmyIgnitED in the pending (submitted) TA 

invoice queue in various stages of review with 
submit date from today back to 12 August. 

• TA refund functionality appears to not be working 

for invoices submitted in ArmyIgnitED.  

Education Institution (EI) Issues 

• School Support Team 

• EI Snow Routing 
• ETP file vs Course Enrollment file 

ACCESS, ArmyU 

Facilitator: Gary Remington–Postsecondary 

Program Manager, HQ ACCESS 

 

COL Julia Bell – Director, HQ ACCESS          

Dr. Pamela Raymer – Associate Director, HQ 

ACCESS 

Steve Clair – Deputy Director/Chief, Education 

Division, HQ ACCESS 

Charlene Stinger – Program Analyst, HQ ACCESS  

Dr. Robert Henry – Chief, Education Support 

Division, HQ ACCESS  

Jennifer Kucan – Chief, Systems Division, HQ 

ACCESS 

Jason Bise – Education Services Specialist, 

Systems Division, HQ ACCESS 

Russ Mott – Education Services Specialist, 

Systems Division, HQ ACCESS 

Madhavi Pidatala – IT Program Manager, 

Systems Division, HQ ACCESS 

Brian Centers – Education Services Specialist, 

Systems Division, HQ ACCESS 

Angela Richard – Education Services Specialist, 

Systems Division, HQ ACCESS 

Deborah Fogle – Chief, Finance, HQ ACCESS 

Richard Cadwell – Finance Supervisor, HQ 

ACCESS 

Bree Charlot – Policy Program Manager, HQ 

ACCESS 

Sophia Sweeney – CA/COOL Program Manager, 

HQ ACCESS 

Dr. Irina Rader – APT/Testing/BSEP Program 

Manager, HQ ACCESS 

Amy Moorash – Chief, HQ IMCOM ACES 

Dr. Ken Hardy – Chief, NGB Education Services 

Branch 

Sabrina Giraldo – Education Program Manager, 

USARC 

 

School Support Team 
Stephanie Kahne – School Support Program 

Manager 

Su-mei Hedges, Susan Wolozyn, Ruth Perez – 

School Support Analysts 
 

ArmyIgnitEDD Deloitte Team 
Ransel Salgado, Billie Giles, Alex Gonzalez, 

Gretchen Larson 

PRESENTERS 
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Systems Team Updates 

• Student Degree Plan-relaxing 6 semester rule 
• Tuition Rate Tables 
• Green/Amber List 
• Training Material and Release Updates – Locating EI Training Materials: 

o Support tab 

o Training Materials 
o Change category to “Education Institution – Tuition Assistance” 
o Videos are under “Training Videos” 

 

•   

Topics of Discussion from Deloitte 

EI Common Interface Issues 

Incorrect Formatting: 

• Do not move, remove, or rearrange columns.  
• Validate the file created adheres to the Army-approved file layout. 
• Tip - even if the value is null, there should be a delimiter for every column 
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Missing required data/fields 

• Unknown OPEID  

• Unknown Student SSN 
• Unknown Course/Subject Catalog 
• Couldn’t find class or enrollment 
• Student Ed Path not found 

Files are dependent on each other 

• Grades file depend on the Enrollments and SDP files 
• SDPs need the degree files 
• Graduation files need the Enrollment and SDP files 

CIP Codes 

• A Master List of CIP Codes can be found here: 

https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=56 
o Download the "CIPCode 2020"  
o School determines which CIP Code to use  

• CIP codes need a “.” 03.0101 – e.g., Natural Resource/Conservation, General 

Student Degree Plans (SDPs) 

How to upload 

• To access the How-to Videos:  

• Login to ArmyIgnitED -> click Support tab -> 

click Training Materials -> choose the category: 
Education Institutions-Tuition Assistance -> 

click Training Videos 

Why to upload 

• Uploading the SDP enables auto-approval for 
courses included on the SDP. 

• All Soldiers are required to SDPs who are 
pursuing an Ed Path. 

Data Point Clarifications 

• Uploading the SDP enables auto-approval for 

courses included on the SDP. 
• All Soldiers are required to SDPs who are 

pursuing an Ed Path. 

 

 

https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=56
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TARs, ETPs, and Invoicing 

 

Degree Upload File (Inbound) – Generic list of degrees offered by the school 

Student Degree Plan (Inbound) – Soldier-specific file which lists the course(es) still required in order 
to earn the Soldier’s degree 

Education Path (Internal to ArmyIgnitED) – Soldier-specific way for the Soldier to declare to the 

Army their desired Home School and Area of Emphasis  

 

Topics of Discussion from Army School 

Support 

Your Army School Support Team  

❑ Stephanie Kahne, School Support 

Program Manager 

❑ Ruth Perez, School Support 

Analyst 

❑ Su-Mei Hedges, School Support 
Analyst 

❑ Susan Wolozyn, School Support 
Analyst 
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Helpful Hints and Reminders 

• ETP file vs Course Enrollment file 

‒ The ETP file is the file your school sends to HQ ACCESS ArmyU via email, which has now been 
discontinued 

‒ The Course Enrollment file is the .csv file you create using the template in ArmyIgnitED, which 

you load directly into ArmyIgnitED 

 

• Only use “RE” Course Enrollment Codes: In the Course Enrollment File, do not use CO, WD or DR 

codes. These codes are not being picked up in the draws – these are “update” codes for existing 
enrollments in the ArmyIgnitED system. 
 

• Be sure to re-download the templates: The templates have been updated recently, so before 
using the ones you have, be sure you have the most current version. 

‒ Do not add columns 

‒ Do not change headers 
‒ Custom Date format (MM-DD-YYYY) 

‒ Do not add special characters to any fields - for example, $ to cost fields or any other special 

characters, including special 

characters before School ID 
number (*, @) 

‒ 2-step validation process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All communications can be found on the Army School Support website: 
www.vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport 

https://www.vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport
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• Upload Grades: For all courses completed, grades should be uploaded. Disregard previous 

guidance asking to hold off. The issue that prompted that guidance has been resolved. 

 

• Resubmit rejected rows only: Files that have been partially rejected should not be resubmitted 
in whole. Remove the rows that were not rejected and only resubmit the rejected rows. 

 

• Validation: The Validation tool in ArmyIgnitED is for file format only (to make sure you have a 

header row, all columns are included, character length restrictions are being adhered to, etc.). The 
overnight upload process includes the content check and the content error report the next day. 

 

• Open a SNOW case for technical issues, and to add/remove users in the system 

• File process videos on our Website are VERY useful! 
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Introducing Mighty Networks 

Effective 27 September 2021, Army School 
Support is transitioning from the Vantage Point 
website to a Mighty Networks (MN) Community. 
MN is a dynamic and user-friendly networking 
platform designed to better support our EIs with 

their ArmyIgnitED activities. 
 
This service is 100% free. 
 

We have sent out invitations to EIs who have an 

active ArmyIgnitED account to create your login 
to participate in our Army School Support MN 

Community. If you have additional team 

members who need access, please let the 

School Support team know. 

 
This site offers EIs access to important topics, How-to videos, tips, tricks, helpful hints, and 

ArmyIgnitED updates from HQ ACCESS. 

 
 
It also provides another vehicle for you to get in touch with the Army School Support team. We will 

continue to work with EIs to assist in their ArmyIgnitED activities to include serving as the Army’s 

academic facilitator to the integration of EIs into ArmyIgnitED, and to inform potential and current EIs 
about required system processes, business practices, and ACCESS, ArmyU policies. 
 
Keep an eye out for your invitation! 
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Reminders 

Next Quarterly EI Webinars 
The next ArmyIgnitED Quarterly EI Webinar will be held in November 2021. EIs will be notified of the 
exact date in the near future through the Army School Support MN Community. 

Getting Help: 
For all ArmyIgnitED related issues, please contact the Army School Support team. EIs will be able to 
view the Army School Support team contact information, webinar slides, and newsletters at 

www.vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport until the Army School Support MN Community is 
launched. 

 

Call Q&A Session Summary 
ArmyIgnitED Functionality 

1.  Student Record Search – when searching and 

pulling all students associated with our Education 

Institution. Do we have a way to export this list? 

Not at this time. 

2.  Who uploads the grades? School users that have the academic role. 

3.  The address reflecting in our profile is incorrect. 

We submitted a SNOW case as soon as 

ArmyIgnitED went live but it has never been 

resolved, what do we need to do to get it 

corrected? 

Work with School Support to get this information updated / 

SNOW. 

4.  Why can’t you download the invoices once they 

are submitted? 
We will take this back as a possible future enhancement. 

5.  We were told that the Degree file was only internal 

at this time, not something we can view. Will this 

change so that we can view/edit our degree 

information in ArmyIgnitED? 

That is accurate, and we will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

6.  Will the Area of Study change from the CIP code 

family to the actual program title? If not, why did 

we have to upload the Degree file in the first 

place? 

A visual issue has been identified and will be fixed. The 

degree upload file is still important, because it allows 

Soldiers to find your school when establishing an Education 

Path. 

7.  We recently uploaded a SDP for a student 

pursuing the Associate of General Studies degree. 

Because the CIP code is the same as our 

Occupational Safety & Health program (cert & 

degree), that was the area of study that generated 

A visual issue has been identified and will be fixed (no ETA 

yet). 

https://www.vantagepoint-inc.com/armyschoolsupport
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in ArmyIgnitED. How do we get the system to 

reflect the correct area of study? 

8.  When establishing the Education Path, can it be 

changed to where the college/institution is 

chosen first, rather than the area of study? 

We will take this back as a possible future enhancement. 

9.  How do we find our list of students applying for 

TA? 
Temporary workaround: Use three asterisks (***) when on 

the "Students" tab will allow the school user to see the list 

of all Soldiers that are attached to your school. We will also 

take this back for possible future enhancement. 

10.  Where is the error report located? Error reports are sent to school users that have the 

academic role via email (from noreply@ArmyIgnitED.com). 

11.  We have students who have dropped courses in 

their account, but the dropped courses are being 

recognized in the TA cap. We have told soldiers to 

submit a SNOW case. Is there a better way to do 

this? 

This is a known issue and will be fixed (no ETA yet). 

12.  For SDP's I am still seeing errors in the Degree 

Plan name that is showing on the student's home 

page. For example, a student in the Bachelor of 

Science in Liberal Arts will read as a Bachelor of 

Arts. CIP codes being correct. 

This is a known issue and will be fixed (no ETA yet). 

13.  Is there a way through ArmyIgnitED to send batch 

emails to soldiers for your particular school? 
We will take this back as a possible future enhancement. 

14.  How can EIs see their degrees in ArmyIgnitED 

compared to how the soldiers and counselors see 

the information? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

15.  Regarding Dr. Raymer's slide and information 

provided: How can EI's find out who is EI contact / 

person who is receiving the emails being sent? 

Who are these emails coming from? This will be 

helpful to EI's to find these IMPORTANT and most 

INFORMATIVE emails. Thanks! 

Work with School Support to get this information updated / 

SNOW. 

16.  How can EI's know that our school is on the Green 

Amber List? 
Work with School Support to get this information updated / 

SNOW. 

17.  Can a process map or flow chart be provided? Ex 

How does the full process work, from the student 

submitting the TA request through payment being 

received? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

BLUF: Soldier signs up for one or more courses with their 

school. The school generates and uploads the course 

enrollment file. ArmyIgnitED ingests the file during the 

nightly refresh process. Soldier is then able to log into 

ArmyIgnitED the following day and Tuition Assistance for 

one (or more) classes. 
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After hitting submit, the system either auto approves the TA 

request(s) based on corresponding / matching data found 

within the Soldier's Student Degree Plan (SDP), or if no 

corresponding / matching data is found the system routes 

the TA request(s) to the Army Education Center for review 

and approved. 

Once approved, the TA request will populate on the 

school's Finance Tab, and once the class is at least 19% 

complete, the school can invoice the Army for those classes. 

Once the invoice is submitted, the Army Finance Team 

reviews and approves the invoice, and payments are made. 

18.  Are there any plans to have a manual option for 

entering grades and graduation information like 

the initial ArmyIgnitED Way Forward document 

mentioned? 

We will take this back as a possible future enhancement. 

19.  How about the Army pay schools per TA user for 

all the labor requirements similar to what the VA 

has to do for VA education beneficiaries. 

Not at this time, but we will take this back to leadership for 

their review. 

20.  Under the finance tab, under submit invoice, the 

courses for Spring and summer 2021 are showing, 

should we process it, what should we do? Also, 

there are Fall 2021 students showing up in our 

review TA request, what should we do with it? 

Yes, all schools are encouraged to submit invoices at this 

time.  

21.  Will EIs have a school home page in the 

ArmyIgnitED system so that we can review what 

degree plans are uploaded, provide registration 

details, POC contact lists, make updates and 

general information? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

22.  Is there a way to get access with one email 

address for multiple entities (i.e. Indiana 

University to incorporate all regional campuses 

along with BL) or do we have to have a different 

log in for each? 

Future enhancement that we hope to have available soon. 

No ETA yet. 

23.  Why is the system set up for students to pick a 

program and then the school? Shouldn’t they pick 

the school and then the program? I have students 

who can’t find our school because the program 

search names don’t match our program names. 

It’s based on the CIP code descriptions which 

don’t always match up well. For example – I had a 

student who is doing music education but we 

found that he had to type “music performance, 

general” because that is his program name’s CIP 

code description. 

The Soldier's ability to declare their degree title is no longer 

a requirement for ArmyIgnitED. Instead, Soldiers are asked 

to declare their Area of Study when establishing their 

Education Path. The Soldier's official degree title is declared 

when their Student Degree Plan (SDP) is submitted by the 

school. We will take this back as a possible future 

enhancement. 
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24.  What do we need to do to get Fall 2021 classes 

paid? I have uploaded all classes but many of my 

students couldn't request TA for multiple reasons 

due to the system. 

If Soldiers are unable to request Tuition Assistance for 

courses prior to the start date of the course, all Soldiers are 

still covered under the ongoing Exception to Policy (ETP) 

window. The next run of the ETP tool will occur in early 

October (subject to change.)  All schools are encouraged to 

submit their invoices for payment at this time. 

25.  When I created my account back in March/April, 

my email was connected to the incorrect school. I 

submitted a work order (snow) and was told they 

are extremely backlogged. I received an email 

yesterday that the job was completed. When I log 

in, I now have access to nothing. At least before I 

had access to the training and forms. How can I 

submit a SNOW without access? 

Please reach out to the School Support team for assistance. 

26.  What is a “SNOW case”? SNOW = Service Now, a helpdesk ticketing platform for 

ArmyIgnitED. 

27.  I have two students whose Course Enrollments 

were successfully uploaded, however, they 

cannot see the courses (Starting 8/30/21) and 

cannot request TA. How do they request TA? 

This is a known issue and will be fixed (no ETA yet.) All 

Soldiers are still covered under the ongoing ETP window if 

they are unable to request TA. 

28.  We have a solider who is unable to find our 

school? Can you provide an FAQ so we can assist 

soldiers in working through the website? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

29.  Is there a way that all users for a school can see all 

SNOW cases submitted by users of that school? 

That will help us to keep on top of submitted 

SNOW cases if any our agents are out of office. 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement. 

30.  We have new term classes on invoice prior to the 

19% course completion. Is this a glitch? 

 The system is looking for 19% completion based on the 

start and end date of the course. We will take this back for 

further review. Please open a SNOW case for this issue. 

31.  How do we address course numbers that have 

changed since initial course enrollment? Do we 

need to drop course and reenter new course? 

Yes, the old course should be dropped, and a new course 

posted. (The system is looking for the Subject, Catalog 

Number, and Class Reference Number. If one or more of 

these data points chance, the system will treat the course 

as a brand new course. 

32.  Is it possible to send an email to POCs of schools 

that were sent invoices but have not responded? 

We will take this back for further review. 

33.  I have a student who has enrollment listed, we've 

uploaded a degree plan, but the student is still 

getting an error when trying to request funding. Is 

this an issue with the order of how I uploaded 

docs or something else? 

The Soldier's course enrollment error may be related to the 

course enrollment file. However, please have them open a 

SNOW case for further assistance.  
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34.  Is there a way to view approved students, without 

searching for students by name? A way to confirm 

what students or how many are "hoping" to use 

Army TA for a specific semester. 

We will take this back for further review. 

35.  Is there a way to display all students in Ignited 

from your respective institution in a list format? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement 

36.  Who should we contact if our accounts does not 

have access to submit SNOW cases? (NYC College 

of Technology) 

Please reach out to School Support. 

37.  An enrollment changed for student, we updated 

dropped class and added new class, but original 

enrollment info still showing on ArmyIgnitED not 

the changed enrollment. 

Please open a SNOW case. 

38.  I just searched for “***Normandale” and got no 

results. So the instructions provided did not work 

(how to find a list of students at my school)? 

The three asterisks are 'wild-characters'. A search query of 

at least three characters is needed for the search engine to 

pull results. The student may, or may not, have an approved 

Ed Path with your school in ArmyIgnitED. The student 

search is a stop-gap until we are able to enhance the system 

and provide all schools with a list of students who are 

currently attending within ArmyIgnitED. ETA TDB at this 

time. 

39.  Has there been any progress made on better 

search capabilities for EIs to find their 

students/soldiers in Ignited? 

No enhancements have been made to the search engine at 

this time. 

40.  Are there plans for future upgrades that will allow 

us to remove information that has been entered 

incorrectly? And also to view information that we 

have entered? 

Yes there is. ETA TBD at this time. 

41.  Confirming that enrollment files sent in for classes 

that have already started will not give the student 

the "boxes" to check to complete the TAR. 

That is correct. The check boxes should normally populate 

for classes that have already started. 

42.  We will get reports from ArmyIgnitED that tell us 

what is needed? For example, late/missing 

grades, needed SDP, student list. 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a possible 

future enhancement 

43.  Can we have the search feature pull students 

alpha by last name instead of by first name 

please. 

We will take this back as a possible future enhancement 

44.  How do we create Student Degree Plans for 

AMMED or IPAP students? 

Student Degree Plans (SDPs) for Special Program Paths are 

generated the same way as a traditional SDP. However, the 

"Degree Title" must match with one of the degree titles for 

the Special Program Paths. (Only the classes needed to 

complete the Special Program Path are needed for the 

SDP.) 
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45.  I have not seen any invoice requests to either 

create or approve invoices for payment. Is there 

something that I am missing in this process? 

As long as there are approved TA requests, and the classes 

are at least 19% complete, school users with the Finance 

role should be able to see courses on the create an invoice 

tab. 

46.  If a file isn't processed or has errors, I don't get an 

email letting me know. How do I get this? 

We will take this back for further review 

47.  I am receiving an unknown SSN error. Is this a 

student issue or a school issue? 

Student issue. All Soldiers must have an ArmyIgnitED 

account and a valid Education Path, before schools can 

load data associated with the Soldier. 

Please also be sure your enrollment file is capturing the 

leading zero in the SSN. 

48.  I need to edit my school profile, I am unable to do 

so on the profile page, I am directed to update it 

in CCIMM or CRM, neither of which I can find a link 

for. How can I accomplish updating the profile? 

CRM = Case Resolution Management = SNOW Helpdesk 

ticket / helpdesk case. 

CCIMM = Cadet Command feed (ie: the master database of 

Cadets. Please reach out to your Professor of Military 

Science (PMS) for further details about Cadet related 

issues.) 

49.  Can we create a forum for POC's to get together 

and help each other through the process - 

Ultimate Medical Academy? 

Please reach out to School Support. 

50.  When I look at the “previous courses” under a 

student’s profile, I can see that TA was requested 

on 9/2 and paid on 9/2, but this student has not 

come through on the Review Requests page or the 

Create Invoice page. 

There is a display issue with the "paid" section on all TA 

requests. Please refer to the "TA Funded:" section of the TA 

details page and look for a green check box. (A green check 

box indicates that a TA request was generated for that 

particular course. If the "TA Funded:" area is blank or has a 

red "X", then a TA request was not generated or the TA 

request was denied, respectively. 

51.  How do you gain multiple OPEID role Please reach out to School Support. 

52.  I am assigned the academic role for our EI; 

however, I am not receiving my error reports, do I 

need to submit a SNOW case? 

Yes, please. 

53.  Is the grade upload video tutorial available yet? Yes, by the time this document is posted, a grade file video 

will have also been posted. Please see the School Support 

website. 

54.  Will the student eventually have the option to 

select their university then degree instead of 

selecting the degree then university? This would 

be helpful since the schools do not have access to 

what degrees has been approved and available for 

the students to select. 

We will take this back for further review. 

55.  Why would a course show TA-approved at one 

point and now states that is it “In-progress”? 

We will take this back for further review. 
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56.  What about reserve guard members that don’t 

have army counselors? Who do we refer them to? 

All Soldiers have an Army Education Center. Likewise, all 

Army Education Centers (Active, National Guard, and 

Reserve) are capable of providing assistance. Soldiers and 

schools can find the list of all Army Education Centers under 

the 'Find an Education Center' tab. 

57.  It does not appear that all of the TA requests, etc. 

will be processed by the end of the month. The 

new fiscal year begins on 1 October, what will 

happen with all of the Soldiers accounts that have 

not been processed, or there are issues? 

The ArmyIgnitED team is still in the process of migrating 

historical data. All approved FY21 TA requests will be paid, 

even after 1 Oct 2021.  

58.  We still have courses in ArmyIgnitED with 

incorrect credits and missing course titles. We 

have been told to upload a new enrollment file to 

correct this and we have but they are not 

corrected. Students T.A. is being rejected because 

of this or approved incorrectly. 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

59.  I would like a step-by-step manual (electronic or 

hardcopy) for ArmyIgnitED setup. 

Please see the "Support" tab -> "Training Materials" for all 

system documentation for all user groups. Also, please 

reach out to School Support for additional assistance as 

needed. 

60.  Students cannot find our school in the 

ArmyIgnitED for TA website, is there something 

our school can do to fix that or is it on your end to 

fix that? I believe my colleagues have reached out 

about this problem. 

Please make sure that your school has uploaded your 

Degree Upload file, so that Soldiers can find your school 

when establishing an Education Path. Also, please note that 

Soldiers are not able to find schools under the Special 

Programs Path, because schools are not indicating that 

they support one of the eight Special Program Paths in their 

Degree Upload file. Please see Appendix C of the 

ArmyIgnitED EI Interface Summary PDF for a list of degree 

titles that schools can use to signify the support one (or 

more) of the eight Special Program Paths. (Please note: the 

*exact* title must be used in the Degree Upload file for 

ArmyIgnitED to recognize that the school supports that 

particular Special Program Path.) 

 

Definitions 

1.  What is Green/Amber List? The Green & Amber list is a list of all schools who have successfully uploaded the 

Course Enrollment file into ArmyIgnitED. 

Green = the school has uploaded their Course Enrollment file with 100% success 

at least once. 

Amber = the school has uploaded their course enrollment file into ArmyIgnitED at 

least once. 

2.  What is SNOW? SNOW = Service Now, a helpdesk platform for ArmyIgnitED. 
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DoD MOU 

1.  What is the site to update costs? https://www.DODMOU.com 

 

EI Inbound Files 

1.  When I do receive error emails, all the errors that 

appear seem to be correct on my end (through 

triple checking my data), so I am not sure what to 

do to get these files uploaded correctly.  

The error email should contain a text file as an error log, 

which should indicate the row, and nature of the error. If 

not, please let School Support know. 

2.  My institution has been on the amber list since day 

1 and all files have been uploaded, however, I have 

only uploaded two course enrollments because 

most of my students were national guard and used 

STR. Is there a certain # of course enrollments to be 

considered to be moved to the green list?  

Please see the definition for the Green & Amber list. 

3.  If a student withdraws but yet we still need 

payment – do we not use the WD code for course 

enrollment or does the student now owe the 

college rather than ArmyIgnitED? 

Schools are still entitled to payment when a Soldier 

withdraws from a course. Please continue to upload your 

course enrollment files. (If it is for a course that has already 

started, please submit the course as a RE (enrolled) code, 

and as soon as a TA request is successfully generated, 

please upload an updated course enrollment file with a 

WD (withdraw) code. That way, schools can ensure that 

they can still submit an invoice for the TA request and can 

still receive payment.)  

4.  Is it required to have a SDP uploaded for those 

students that are no longer an active student with 

the university (graduated/withdrawn) and is 

utilizing ETP? In other words, is the Course 

Enrollment upload all that is required? 

A Student Degree Plan(SDP) is not required for students 

that are no longer attending your school. So long as the 

Soldier still has an approved Education Path, the 

Exception to Policy (ETP) tool should still be able to 

generate a TA request. 

5.  Any ETA on when the conversion from quarter to 

semester hrs are fixed? 
Not at this time. 

6.  If we already uploaded past courses under the CO 

Course Enrollment status, do we need to go back 

and re-upload them under RE? 

 

If we upload a course enrollment by mistake, can 

we correct this by assigning the Dropped (DR) 

status for the course? 

Can we drop a course that has a status of TA 

request In-Progress or Pending? 

Can we use the DR status to remove duplicate 

courses? 

Yes, so long as a TA request has been generated, please 

upload a new Course Enrollment file with the RE codes for 

the corresponding courses. 

Yes, if the Subject, Catalog Number, and Class Reference 

Number is different or has changed, please list the course 

as dropped, and upload a new course in its place. 

Yes. 

Yes. 
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7.  TA for the wrong credit amount is being approved 

and too much TA funding is applied. How can we 

correct this? 

At this time, schools can reduce the invoiced amount prior 

to submitting the invoice for payment. 

8.  We are not able to see Special Education Path 

requests that have been submitted by the soldier 

and approved by an education counselor. Are you 

able to provide further information on this? 

We will take this back for further review. 

9.  I also had an issue when I submitted an enrollment 

file and some courses populated on the student's 

profile with zero credit hours. Is there anything we 

can do to fix these courses? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

10.  Dropped courses included in Enrollment Files are 

not always posting in the student profile page's in 

ArmyIgnitED and sometimes they're posting as an 

enrolled course. Is this a known issue? 

We will take this back for further review. 

11.  Is it a known issue that the TA Request Files are not 

complete? We are not receiving 100% of all TA 

Requests that are either Approved or Denied. Ex. 1 

student denied for 3 courses on same day, only one 

denial came in on report, other two were missing 

entirely. Another student confirms they have TA, 

approval did not come through on any TA Request 

file. 

We will take this back for further review. 

12.  If I have uploaded an enrollment file and I later 

need to add additional students, do I upload the 

entire list again or just a file with the few additional 

students? 

You could do either / or. However, we recommend 

uploading a subsequent Course Enrollment file. 

13.  We requested a profile to be able to upload SDP's. 

How long will the process take to be able to start? 
As soon as ACCESS ArmyU receives the request, we should 

be able to grant access the same day. 

14.  We’re concerned about uploading SDP’s for 

students who may be pursuing a specific degree 

title (ex. Associate of Science- Liberal Studies w/ 

emphasis in Business) but are listed as Liberal 

Studies Arts & Sciences in ArmyIgnitED. Because 

these programs have different CIP codes, will this 

cause issues with the SDP being approved? 

It should not, but the CIP code on the Ed Path will need to 

be used when generating the Student Degree Plan later on. 

15.  If a degree plan populates with the wrong degree 

title name what is the solution? We have some 

degrees with different titles but the same CIP codes 

so we think it is pulling the wrong degree name. 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

16.  Please advise how manual TA is requested when 

SDP exists, and CE documents are not properly 

populating? I cannot do SNOW and Army school 

support to reinforce unworked SNOW for hundreds 

Soldiers are not authorized to manually generate TA 

requests for their current home school. Schools must 

submit their course enrollment files for Soldiers to be able 

to request Tuition Assistance. Army Education Counselors 
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of students. I referenced Soldier “Ed path and TA 

request” training doc. Only options are “course not 

found” and “add course”. Add course option 

supposed to be for Soldiers at non-ed path schools. 

Course not found option sets up email for ed office. 

have been instructed to reject manual TA requests, in 

order to avoid duplicate TA requests from populating into 

the system, since Soldier's home school will be sending in 

the course enrollment file.  

17.  In the trainings it states that when a student's TA 

request is approved the EI will be notified. How is 

this notification being sent to EI's? Is it just what's 

showing in the Finance tab in AI, or will the schools 

be receiving some sort of TARs form like we 

previously did with GAE? 

TAR approval PDFs are *NOT* generated at this time. All 

schools are able to see the approved TA requests on the 

Finance tab. Schools that have sFTP access also receive an 

automated TA Request outbound file.  

18.  For the SDP, the video states that when you put in 

the credits earned for each class it will reflect in the 

SDP in AI. However, when I go into my student's 

SDP after it's been uploaded, the credits received 

are not reflected. This makes it seem that the 

student is just starting their program. Do we have 

to wait to post grades before that will reflect? If so, 

why even have the column required in the SDP 

template? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

19.  I submitted an enrollment file, how do I know if it 

was approved? 
All files that are uploaded and ingested 100% successfully 

do not receive an email. We recommend doing a spot 

check to ensure that the data successfully uploaded. We 

also have this as a possible future enhancement. 

20.  After the school uploading the enrollment file, does 

the soldier need to request TAR or the system will 

process it automatically? 

Soldiers need to request Tuition Assistance for the courses 

that have yet to start. 

21.  How do we submit an invoice for a summer class? I 

was told the invoice portal was not ready to use. 
The invoice portal *is* available at this time. Please submit 

your invoice via the ArmyIgnitED system. 

22.  Clearly, the SDPs are key in the entire ArmyIgnitED 

process. We have been experiencing a number of 

issues with loading SDPs and have opened a 

number of cases. Recently, cases were closed and 

we were told to only load the outstanding 

requirements on the SDPs. Are you saying that we 

should load all requirements, to include those that 

have been completed? 

Student Degree Plan (SDP) is used by ArmyIgnitED in two 

ways. First, it allows the system to automatically approve 

the TA request that are listed on the SDP. If the class on the 

TAR does not match with one of the classes on the SDP, 

the TA request will be forwarded to the Army Education 

Center for their review and approval. Second, the SDP is 

used by counselors and Soldiers to determine which 

classes are still remaining before earning their degree. 

ACCESS is aware of the visual issues that surround the SDP 

at this time, and are looking to fix the issues ASAP; no ETA 

just yet. 

23.  On the SDP, it was noted that the Dept. of ED CIP 

code name displays on the Soldier’s profile. We are 

seeing CTC programs on some Soldiers’ profiles 

and not the generic Area of Study. Should this be a 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 
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concern? Are these being treated as a “Special 

Program”? 

24.  How can we change from GPC to ACH? Please create a SNOW case and reach out to School 

Support. The ACCESS Finance team will need to review 

and approve. 

25.  In an error was discovered on an Enrollment file 

that we previously submitted, can we just send the 

correction in an updated enrollment file? Will the 

system get confused if there is different enrollment 

information (status or unit value) for the same 

course reference number? 

So long as the Subject, Catalog Number, and Class 

Reference Number is the same, the system should treat 

any new or modified information as an update to that 

specific course. 

26.  When needing to change a class in the SDP because 

an elective placeholder has now been identified as 

a specific class, how is that done? 

The new course requirement can be added to the Student 

Degree Plan for that Soldier. The system will read the SDP 

file and supplement the SDP on file for the Soldier. 

27.  I can see some student's were denied TA and the 

reason stated was: "Rejected due to incorrect QH 

to SH conversion, per ACCESS, Army U guidance". 

We were advised in response to SNOW cases that 

the QH to SH conversion in the course enrollment 

data was not working. Would we have to resubmit 

the course enrollments? are the student's not 

getting the course paid at all due to that? We are a 

QH school and all course enrollment info in the file 

was in QH so if it was uploaded in SH how are we 

able to change that? 

The ArmyIgnitED system automatically converts all credit 

hours over to Semester Hours automatically by design. Q1 

& Q2: If the course was rejected, a new course enrollment 

file will need to be uploaded so that an accurate TA 

request can be generated and approved. Q3 & Q4: The 

ArmyIgnitED team is looking into the QH to SH conversion 

issue and are looking to have it resolved soon; no ETA yet. 

28.  Today and in the online training video for SDPs we 

are told that Credit Hours = hours earned by the 

student. This means that if the student hasn't 

taken the particular course, we should enter zero 

credit hours? I did this and it caused problems on 

my SDPs. The courses showed up as being worth 

zero credit hours rather than showing that the 

student had not yet taken the course. I created a 

SNOW case for this and was told that Credit Hours 

should = how many credits the course is worth. My 

SDPs are still messed up. Any idea what to do 

about this issue? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. (Of note: the Course Enrollment 

file tells ArmyIgnitED how many credit hours each course is 

worth. The Student Degree Plan tells ArmyIgnitED how 

many credit hours were already earned. (And tells the 

system how many credit hours are required for each 

section.) If the courses are showing up as zero credit hours, 

this issue is not tied to the SDP or data uploaded for the 

SDP.) 

29.  I have seen no past enrollment submitted show up 

in Finance queue. SNOW case? Or how do I know if 

we are a school still being worked on? 

Yes, please open a SNOW case, and reach out to School 

Support. 

30.  Are we supposed to receive email when a TAR is 

approved? I only see students show up in Finance 

queue. 

Emails are not generated for approved TARs. Please 

continue to check your ArmyIgnitED Finance queue. 
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31.  What happens if we correct and resend an entire 

file after we receive an error report and don't just 

send the lines that needed to be fixed? 

The system will attempt to process the same data, and will 

update / adjust any new or modified data that is found. 

32.  If enrollment files have been submitted for all ETP 

classes (all by 8/11/21), but they have not shown 

up in the Finance queue to date do we still refrain 

from submitting grades until we can invoice them? 

Previous guidance was to wait until you can invoice 

as grades will interfere with the process. 

Grade can be submitted at this time. The issue with grades 

that was impacting the Exception to Policy (ETP) tool has 

since been resolved. 

33.  Course enrollment files sometimes shows 0 Credits 

for some classes. How do we fix that? 
This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. However, please open a SNOW 

case so that this issue can be tracked by the technical 

team. 

34.  Can multiple students be data-entered on 1 

student degree plan? And how do we title the up-

loaded file? 

Yes, multiple students can be added to the SDP file 

concurrently, and the title of the Student Degree Plan file 

isn't currently being tracked at this time. However, we 

recommend using the 

"degreeUpload_OPEID_datetimestamp" or a similar 

naming scheme (perhaps 

"degreeupload_SoldierName_OPEID_datetimestamp" as 

an example.) Although a naming scheme is recommended, 

schools are free to name their files however they see fit. 

Just please make sure that no special characters and no 

additional periods (beyond the ".csv" are in the name of 

the file), so as to avoid any issues with the system loading 

the file. 

35.  When uploading flat files such as enrollment files 

do we continue to keep the previous information 

each time we submit - even when course have been 

added to ArmyIgnitED and invoiced? In other 

words...do we ever delete rows? 

We recommend removing rows that have processed 

successfully. That way, the system doesn't accidentally 

update previously uploaded data if something happens to 

the file, which changes or alters something within the file 

by mistake. Although you can continue to load previously 

successful rows, we also recommend keeping the file size 

small, for simplicity sake. 

36.  Will schools have an avenue to be notified of 

missing grades, via SFTP (similar to GoArmyEd) or 

other reporting? 

Future enhancement that we hope to have available soon. 

No ETA yet. 

37.  Should we submit enrollment requests for a term 

that started in January if the invoice was already 

paid? If not, do we need to submit grades for those 

enrollments? 

If the school has already received payment for those 

classes, please do not submit those courses into 

ArmyIgnitED at this time. Those historical courses will be 

migrated over at a later date in time. 

38.  Grade holds are not lifting after the grades have 

uploaded? 
The system should lift grade holds during the nightly 

refresh process. If this is not occurring, please submit a 

SNOW case. 
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39.  We have uploaded drop files through the SFTP file 

and only part of the of the drops are being 

processed? 

The sFTP server should be processing all rows of the file. If 

this is not occurring, please open a SNOW case, and let the 

technical team know as much details as possible about the 

file uploaded, the number of rows within the file, and the 

steps taken to load the file into ArmyIgnitED.  

40.  If files are dependent on each other and in order to 

facilitate TA we prioritized Enrollments and Grades 

first, how will the system go back and incorporate 

completed courses to facilitate the accuracy of the 

SDP and graduations. What is the manual process 

to graduate a student? Do we need to send a 

completed SDP? 

ACCESS is looking to simply the process behind the 

submitting of graduations. Schools should not worry 

about posting graduations at this time. (However, if 

possible, please keep track of your Student/Soldier 

graduations for future reporting in ArmyIgnitED, once the 

grad reporting functionality is updated. No ETA just yet.) 

41.  If we're not adding the full SSN, and it asks for the 

SSN, what should we be adding, the last 4 digits? 

The ArmyIgnitED EI Interface guide says we should 

be entering a 9 digit number. 

The ArmyIgnitED system requires the use of the full SSN. 

(Otherwise, the system cannot verify the Soldier in 

question.) There is no workaround / alternative for the use 

of the SSN at this time. But this is something that we are 

looking into. No ETA just yet. 

42.  It would be beneficial if the error reports included 

not only the row number but a student name along 

with the error information. Is this possible? 

We will take this back for further review. 

43.  Has a fix been identified for schools that are 

experiencing 'stripped files' after upload to 

ArmyIgnitED? 

Not yet. We hope to have this fixed soon. No ETA just yet. 

44.  I submitted SDP, but per the CIP Code, it displays 

as the wrong Program. How can I correct the SDP 

Program? 

When generating a Student Degree Plan (SDP), the 

ArmyIgnitED system is looking for the CIP code that is 

attached to the Soldier's Education Path. (IE: The SDP CIP 

code must match with the CIP codes that's on the 

approved Education Path.) If the Soldier has the wrong CIP 

code, please have them submit a new Education Path, 

which has the correct Area of Study / CIP combination. 

45.  A student failed two of 3 courses in Summer term. 

Knowing TA won't cover those 2 failed courses, 

should I submit them anyway into Course 

Enrollment? 

Yes please. Even though the Soldier failed the courses, the 

school still receive payment for those courses. So long as 

the Soldier hasn't reached their SH and FY limits, the 

school should still receive TA funds. (When a Soldier fails a 

course, the Army recoups the Soldier directly per the terms 

of AR 621-5 and the Statement of Understanding (SOU) 

that all Soldiers agree to before using Tuition Assistance.) 

46.  I updated the SDP for a student that was previously 

and undergrad and is now a grad student. I did not 

get error for the upload but the student is unable 

to see the new program. Do I submit it again? 

This may be related to the known visual issues 

surrounding the SDP. Please check the SSN on the Student 

Degree Plan upload file. If the SSN is correct, please submit 

a SNOW case. 

47.  If a student withdraws but yet we still need 

payment – do we not use the WD code for course 

Schools still receive TA funding, even if the Soldier 

withdraws from the course after the start date of the 

course. Schools should still submit a course enrollment 
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enrollment or does the student now owe the 

college rather than ArmyIgnitED? 
file. Please use the RE (enrolled) code first, and make sure 

that you can invoice the Army, before uploading an 

updated course enrollment file with a WD (withdrawn) 

code for the course(s).  

48.  Why are some of the courses showing $0? This is a known issue which should have been resolved by 

now. If not, please open a SNOW case. 

49.  I uploaded a SDP with one class and entered 6 for 

credit hours because he already completed it (I 

wanted to report his graduation), and his grade has 

been uploaded to ArmyIgnitED, but his SDP is still 

showing as incomplete. 

This may be because not all areas of the SDP are showing 

as completed. If this is not the case, please open a SNOW 

case. 

50.  I followed the video EXACTLY but there is a step 

missing-- Once done working as an Excel file and 

saved as a CSV file, the number formats saved as 

TEXT reverted back to GENERAL. This drops off any 

zeroes in the OPEID causing rejects when we 

upload files. We cannot move forward until we get 

this addressed. Please help. 

This is a function of Microsoft Excel, and cannot be address 

by this team. However, not to worry. So long as your data 

was correct when you saved the file as a .csv, you should 

still be okay. We recommend opening up the .CSV files with 

MS Notepad (or a similar text editor) to validate that the 

file still contains the full OPEID, and unmodified CIP and 

SSNs. (By default, MS Excel will modify .CSV files, so be 

sure to *not* edit or change the .csv file in Excel. This is 

default behavior of MS Excel, and cannot be changed (that 

we are aware of.) But, notepad, or similar text-based 

editors can look at .csv files, without modifying or 

changing them just fine. No need to worry about the 

column formats of the .csv file, once the .csv file is saved.) 

51.  My uploaded Course Enrollment (CE) files are not 

working. I’ve watched the videos. I’ve validated 

files. The files generate all but credits and cost. 

MOU rates current. I’ve created SNOW cases that 

remain unworked weeks past. You want CEs for 

past ETP and GAE items. If EC doesn’t work for 

future courses, I have no faith it will work for prior 

classes. I am at my wits end. Please advise beyond 

videos and SNOW 

Please reach out to School Support, with your SNOW case, 

so that we can ensure that the ticket is in the right queue 

and is being worked. 

52.  Can we upload a course enrollment for a student 

who hasn't been able to create an Ed Path yet and 

we can't see them in our queue? 

The system will throw an error (warning SSN not found) if 

the Soldier does not have an approved Ed Path on their 

account. 

53.  We have received the following guidance from one 

of our Helpdesk Cases about SDP Files: “SDP issues 

are going to be looked into again as the EIs are 

being told one thing and the code is doing another. 

And there is really no mechanism in place to fix 

these issues you are having. There is a known issue 

in regard to the transfer credit hours. That is 

because the instructions provided to the EIs and 

the way the code works is two different things. The 

We will take this back for further review. In the meantime, 

if your team has the capacity to generate Student Degree 

Plans, please continue to do so. For the time being, please 

only list the classes that are required, and forego the 

classes that have already been completed. 
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requirements did not include loading any 

completed or transferred hours into the SDP so 

that logic and functionality is not there yet. HQ 

ACCESS has to decide which way to go so you 

should hear from them when there is an update on 

a way forward.” Could you provide any further 

guidance on this? 

54.  For the SDP file, ArmyIgnitED seems to read the 

total RequirementsCreditHours for the total 

number of Credit hours, instead of using the 

TotalCreditHours field. We’ve had SDP files that 

listed 120 for TotalCreditHours, but ArmyIgnitED 

reads the total in the RequirementsCreditHours 

field and seems to ignore the TotalCreditHours 

field. Do you know why this is? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

55.  Why are zeros being removed from opeid number 

when the file is changed from excedl to a .csv file? 
This is default behavior of Microsoft Excel. A .csv file is, at 

its very core, a basic text (ie: a .txt) file. As standardize 

practice of the 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s, any number that had 

leading zeros was thought to be an unnecessary waste of 

space, and Microsoft designed MS Excel to automatically 

remove leading zeros from all 'numbers' by default. Since 

a .csv file is a basic text file (which does not retain the 

column formats like a .xlsx file does), MS Excel reads all 

data in a .csv file and tries to auto-format the data. As a 

result, MS Excel treats all cells which only contain numbers 

as an opportunity to save space, and MS Excel 

automatically removes all leading zeros in an effort to 

reduce the overall file size. Thus, don't open a .csv file in 

MS Excel, unless you wish to rebuild / fix all data that only 

contains numbers. (Use MS Notepad instead, if you only 

need to do a quick spot check on your file. We're sure that 

there's a way to change MS Excel's default behavior, but 

that's going beyond the scope of ArmyIgnitED training.)  

56.  Why are students passing validation not getting 

rejected but not showing up in the system? 
All course enrollment data should be showing up, so long 

as the Soldier has an ArmyIgnitED account and an 

approved Education Path. If data is passing validation, but 

is not showing up, please open a SNOW case and include 

as much data as possible.  

57.  Have looked at videos, read, and resent the SDP, 

keep getting a CIP code/degree level error. Any 

thoughts on why that could be? 

Please make sure that the CIP code on the SDP matches 

with the CIP code on the Soldier's approved Ed Path. If so, 

please open a SNOW case. 

58.  We have a student who has switched majors. 

ArmyIgnitED has the old major in the student’s 

path, but the SDP has the correct major. Does the 

Only Soldiers can submit their Education Paths at this 

time. Also, the SDP is likely accurate, but the current visual 

issue impacting the SDP is likely the reason why the major 
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soldier need to have a counselor resubmit their 

path? 
is listed incorrectly in the system. We hope to have this 

fixed soon; no ETA just yet. 

59.  Multiple major/cert creates a duplicate in the 

enrollment file, do we just choose 1? Also do we 

then do a student plan for both? 

Confirmed, please only create one Student Degree Plan 

(SDP) for the Soldier. This is a known issue, which we hope 

to have fixed soon; no ETA just yet. 

60.  I have a student that I had to reject a class in Go 

Army Ed due to course numbers not being the 

same. It ended up being the same course, but the 

student didn't go in and change it. How do I go 

about getting that class paid for now? 

Please include that course on a Course Enrollment file and 

upload into the system, so that the ETP tool can pick up 

the course on the next ETP tool run. 

61.  Is there a way to see all the students who we need 

to upload an SDP for? 
Not at this time. We will take this back as a possible future 

enhancement 

62.  My reports error messages are combinations that 

you did not mention, can you elaborate on what 

these meant. Here are samples 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

63.  When I submitted the enrollment file there was an 

issue with the format of the credit hours – they all 

showed as zero. I resubmitted the file with it 

corrected but it hasn’t updated. What is the 

process for updates? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

64.  How do I know if my school is ready/approved to 

submit a file? 
All schools are approved to start loading files into 

ArmyIgnitED. So long as the school user can access the 

system, they are automatically approved to load files into 

ArmyIgnitED. 

65.  We have submitted drops for student courses, and 

it still shows in ArmyIgnitED. Why is it not showing 

as dropped in Ignited? How do we rectify it? 

So long as the Subject, Catalog Number, and Class 

Reference Number is the same, the system should treat 

any new or modified information as an update to that 

specific course. The "dropped" status should be showing 

in ArmyIgnitED. If this is not the case, please open a SNOW 

case.  

66.  When SDP's are uploaded what is causing it to 

show no hours have yet been completed even 

when the credit hours column has been filled out 

correctly with hours completed? 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

67.  The EI has uploaded the Degree file, the Enrollment 

files, and made it onto the Green List - does the 

student need to submit a request for TA, if so, does 

the student know this? If not, what is the next step 

for payments to be released to the school? 

All Soldiers are responsible for logging into ArmyIgnitED 

and requesting Tuition Assistance before the start date of 

the course. No other person is authorized to request TA on 

their behalf. (This was true of the old system as well. And 

Army Education Guidance Counselors continue to enforce 

this policy during their conversations with Soldiers.)  The 

ongoing Exception to Policy (ETP) window is currently the 

only other authorized means to generate TA requests, and 

eventually the ongoing ETP window will be closed 

(meaning that eventually all Soldiers will have to request 
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TA prior to the start date of the course. Once the ongoing 

ETP window is closed down, (after the system stabilizes a 

bit more), any Soldier that fails to request TA before the 

start date will not receive TA. However, at the time of this 

writing, the ongoing ETP window will not close in the 

foreseeable future. But, long term, the goal is to step away 

from the ongoing ETP window altogether once we know 

that files are processed successfully, and Soldiers are able 

to request TA funds accurately and reliably.) 

68.  Some soldiers are "old hands" at enrolling in 

classes each semester without assistance from an 

advisor, how are the EIs informed of the student's 

enrollment in order to complete an enrollment file? 

As a part of the new business practice, all Soldiers are 

being informed that they must let their schools know that 

they wish to request Tuition Assistance. Please continue to 

do the same with your students/Soldiers when you get the 

chance. 

69.  Previously, on another webinar-it was mentioned 

that we only had to do the enrollments to make 

certain that the students were able to acquire TA to 

only submit the enrollments but I'm hearing now 

that you want us to submit the degree plan and 

enrollment, or can we still only submit the 

enrollments for the Fall 2021?  

We currently ask that schools submit their Degree Upload 

files, Course Enrollment Files, and Grade Files. If your 

school has the capability, please attempt to upload the 

Student Degree Plan files, and worry about the Graduation 

files last. The ArmyIgnitED team recognizes the display 

issues with the SDPs and is working to resolve the issue 

soon. No ETA on a fix just yet. Likewise, we hope to reduce 

the burden of posting a graduation file in the future, so we 

are asking for schools to worry about generating the 

graduation file last. 

70.  Go Army Enrollment file was only partially 

accepted for Spring 2021 invoice payment. How do 

I find where the rejected rows are and the reason 

for the rejection? 

All school users with an Academic role should receive an 

email with the error log attached for any file type that is 

loaded into the system. If an email was not received, we 

recommend attempting to load the course enrollment file 

a second time (so long as nothing has changed since first 

loading the file.) You may also consider including as the 

very last row adding a line that you know will purposefully 

throw an error. (Such as using a fake SSN, such as 

111111110, for a Course Enrollment file, or Student Degree 

Plan file.) If an email is still not received, please open a 

SNOW case. 

71.  What about FY21 classes loaded correctly but with 

no cost associated? 
This is a known issue, which should have been fixed. If 

costs are still not associating for the course, please 

attempt to upload another course enrollment file for the 

course or submit a SNOW case for further technical 

assistance. 

72.  I've submitted my Degree file multiple times (and 

submitted help tickets). It says there is an error 

with my OPEID; however, I have verified multiple 

times that it is correct (full 8 digits, formatted as 

text so the zeros appear, etc.) I have noticed that 

there is no OPEID listed on our profile section and 

We will take this back for further review 
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am wondering if that is the cause and how to fix. I 

would also like to suggest implementation of a 

"notification" email be sent when files are 

submitted to us in ArmyIgnitED; it's unrealistic to 

think that we respond timely to things if we aren't 

being notified. 

73.  Is there a planned update so that students are 

notified somehow when we have uploaded an 

enrollment file? we are currently having to email 

students to remind them to request TA which is not 

an efficient system 

Yes, as a possible future enhancement. No ETA just yet 

74.  Is there a planned upgrade so that the nightly 

refresh will go away and information can be 

processed immediately? It's a problem when we 

upload information on a Friday that gets rejected 

and the problem can't be resubmitted until 

Monday and the student can't request TA until 

Tuesday 

Not at this time (due to technical design challenges). 

However, the system will still process nightly files, even on 

the weekend. This is a long term goal however. No ETA just 

yet though. 

75.   

What is the process for entering a graduation file 

for students that graduated while the system was 

unavailable during the Spring and Summer terms? 

Please hold off on attempting to post graduations at this 

time. (If you are super inclined, currently, the Soldier has 

to have their SDP completed in full, before the system 

allows the school to post a graduation. We are looking to 

relax this functionality in the near-term, so that it is easier 

for schools to post graduations. But, no ETA just yet.) 

76.  is there a planned update so that, at the very least, 

students' names are included in the rejection file? 

It's pretty useless to only provide a reference 

number and having to waste time going through a 

process of trial and error to find the student whose 

data was rejected 

We will take this back for further review 

77.  Also, can test profiles be built into the system, so 

that we are not performing trial and error tests on 

live students' accounts to see how data is going to 

look? 

We will take this back for further review 

78.  Is Deloitte tracking on an issue that is preventing 

students from applying for TA for courses that did 

populate correctly in the system? 

Yes, and we hope to have this correctly shortly. No ETA just 

yet 

79.  Is Deloitte aware that the $0 cost/no course title/no 

credits problem affecting FY22 also extended to 

FY21 courses (Spring 2021) 

Yes, and we hope to have this correctly shortly. The fix for 

the zero-dollar cost should already be implemented, so 

schools won't run into the problem in the future. We hope 

to have a backend adjustment made for all courses that 

currently show $0 shortly. 

80.  Please provide further clarification on how to 

report non-standard grades such as "P”, “S”, “U”, 

The GPA field is still a mandatory field. As such, we 

recommend posting either a 2.0 (for undergrad) or 3.0 (for 
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or “N” as students do not receive a grade point for 

those courses. 
grad) students, even though the system is not supposed to 

utilize the GPA for those courses when calculating the TA 

GPA. 

81.  The degree file must be uploaded before the 

Student Degree Plan, correct? 
We recommend doing so, yes. The Degree Upload file 

allows new Soldiers to find your school when establishing 

an Education Path, (and allows returning students to 

switch / update their Ed Paths.) All Soldiers must have an 

approved Education Path before the school can submit a 

Student Degree Plan (SDP) for that Soldier.  

82.  My SDP files for students with prior enrollment are 

not updating. They are not rejecting, but the new 

classes are not populating. 

This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

83.  So what if the soldier doesn't have an education 

path, but they have a pass invoice from Fall of 2020 
At this time, all Soldiers must have a valid Education Path. 

When the data migration efforts are complete, the plan is 

to capture all approved TA requests from GoArmyEd, and 

put them as "approved" into the school's invoice queue. 

84.  In Go Army Ed there was an ability to reject 

registration for a class that was not started by a 

student. Is there a process that will mimic that 

process to avoid progression into the invoicing 

queue unnecessarily? 

School users with the Finance role can currently reject 

classes if the course is before the 19% complete mark. 

(Otherwise, if the class is at least 19% complete or greater 

the school will have to reduce the course down to zero.) 

We are looking at expanding the functionality to address 

the issue, but no ETA just yet. 

85.  Can students request TA for courses taken after 

Jan 1, 2021 if there is an issue with their SDP? 
Yes, the Exception to Policy (ETP) tool does not rely on the 

SDP when generating TA requests. Likewise, Soldiers can 

still request TA, even if the SDP is wrong, or missing. 

86.  SDP's are also showing 0 credit hours even though 

they were populated correctly in the CSV file. 
This is a known issue, and we hope to have this resolved 

shortly. No ETA just yet. 

87.  Is there a way in ArmyIgnitED to see all students 

enrolled in our institution, under Student module, 

regardless if they are in the Queue or Finance 

module? 

 

The Student tab allows schools to search for Soldiers that 

are currently attached to your school. Of note, please use 

three asterisks (ie: 3 wild characters) if you wish to see all 

Soldiers at your school. The ability to get a list of all 

Soldiers currently attending your school is a planned 

future enhancement; no ETA just yet. 

88.  For SDP, “Credit hours” (column Q) defined in 

today’s presentation as hours earned by Soldier for 

associated class such as major or gen ed, correct? 

Video advises this is actually column S, 

“Requirements Credit hours”. Column Q, “Credit 

hours”, is supposed to indicate hours already 

completed. Please advise and clarify 

"Credit hours" = the number of credit hours that a Soldier 

has already earned for that specific class / degree 

requirement. "Requirements CrHr" = the number of credit 

hours that's required in order to completely fulfill that 

particular "Requirement Name". In other words, if the 

Soldier has never completed a single class for their degree, 

the Credit Hours column will always start off at zero. But, 

the “Requirement CrHr” column will always be greater 

than zero, because the Soldier is working their way to fulfill 

each major (or minor) requirement for that particular 

degree. 
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89.  I had a student request TA after the Summer 2021 

semester has begun. I uploaded in the system the 

Degree Plan and Enrollment. Now they are asking 

for a Waiver in Policy. What is this? What is needed 

and who do I submit it to? 

Basically, your student is asking you to make sure that 

you've included their classes on your Course Enrollment 

file. So long as the data is there, and the system ingests the 

data correctly, the Soldier will be able to receive TA (so 

long as they have zero holds on their account and still have 

SH/FY Funding available.) 

90.  Do you want us to mask the SSN in the enrollment, 

degree plan etc. files? Ex. XXXXX1234 
No. Please make sure that all .csv inbound files that use 

the SSN, have the full 9-digit SSN (and not masked) when 

uploading into the system. 

However, if you have to email a file to School Support or 

attach it to a SNOW helpdesk case, please REMOVE the SSN 

from the file (so as to avoid FERPA/Personal Identifiable 

Information (PII) spillage.) 

91.  For my Summer 2021 file they accepted one course 

grade but not the other. Do I have to resubmit and 

can you tell me why? 

All school users with an Academic role should receive an 

email with the error log attached for any file type that is 

loaded into the system. If an email was not received, we 

recommend attempting to load the course enrollment file 

a second time (so long as nothing has changed since first 

loading the file.) You may also consider including as the 

very last row adding a line that you know will purposefully 

throw an error. (Such as using a fake SSN, such as 

111111110, for a Course Enrollment file, or Student Degree 

Plan file.) If an email is still not received, please open a 

SNOW case. 

92.  We had students who were submitted and paid for 

2021 spring in GoArmyEd. Since we still needed to 

add Grades we have now uploaded the spring 

enrollments previously entered in GoArmyEd again 

now in ArmyIgnitED in order for our Grades file to 

work. Will we need to submit Student Degree plans 

on these students even if they don’t request 

anymore tuition assistance? Will it be needed for a 

graduation file to be submitted? Also, a couple of 

students from 2021 spring are not active students 

on ArmyIgnitED or have not chosen and Ed Path. 

They are not currently students here and attempts 

to contact them have been unsuccessful. Is there 

anything else we need to do? 

Soldiers will only need Student Degree Plans (SDPs) if they 

wish to continue their degree with your school. 

93.  How often we can process invoices? We have a 

student's TA requests and each class cost amount 

does not match the tuition amount. Do we need to 

have student redo the requests so each class 

matches the cost amount? 

By default, all schools are able to invoice the Army once 

per month and amounts are able to be reduced as 

necessary. If the amounts need to be increased, please 

open a SNOW case. 

94.  Does ArmyIgnitED use semester or quarter hours? 

I’ve been told both. When I use 2.64 semester hours 

Please enter in your credit hours in your school's native 

credit hour format. (For example, if you are a quarter hour 
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in the SDP file, then on ArmyIgnitED it shows 1.74 

credits, so am I supposed to be entering quarter 

credits in my files because I am not a semester 

school? 

school, please upload your course enrollment files as 

quarter hours, and indicate as such within the file.) 

95.  Are we supposed to do anything with ta request 

file? How long before those courses show up on my 

invoice screen? I have submitted hundreds of 

classes via enrollment files and only one course 

ever appeared on my invoice screen. 

The TA Request file is an outbound (from ArmyIgnitED) file, 

for schools that have sFTP access to ArmyIgnitED (which, 

by default, most schools do not have sFTP access. sFTP 

access is limited at this time.) The TA Request file is not 

necessary in order to see courses on the Finance tab, nor is 

it required in order to submit invoices within ArmyIgnitED. 

So long as the Tuition Assistance request (TARs) are 

approved, those approved TARs will populate on the 

finance tab. If approved TA requests are not populating 

into the Finance tab (either the Review Requests sub tab or 

the Create an Invoice sub tab), please create a SNOW case 

and include as much detail about what you are seeing as 

possible. (Any specific examples that you can provide is 

extremely helpful for the technical team when 

troubleshooting issues with the system.) 

96.  Did I understand correctly that class reference 

number on SDP has to always be unique, so can 

never be used again once used? 

The class reference number can be recycled, with caution. 

Just keep in mind, the Subject, Catalog Number, and Class 

Reference Number are used in conjunction by the system 

to determine if the data in a course enrollment file is brand 

new data (and the system should create a new class) or if 

the data already exists (and the system should simply 

update the data that's already on file with the new info 

contained within the course enrollment file.) 

97.  Did I understand correctly that after we've 

submitted the enrollment file with course status RE 

we have to resubmit as CO before we can enter 

grades? 

No, an updated course enrollment file indicating that the 

course is now complete does *not* have to be posted. 

Schools should be able to post a grade file for courses, 

even if the course is in a RE or CO status. 

98.  So the files we upload to snow we have to first take 

out the SSN’s? 
Correct. The Service NOW (SNOW) platform is not 

encrypted / hardened for PII materials. Please remove 

SSNs before uploading documents into SNOW. 

99.  Do I need to load an SDP for the legacy students 

that were in GoArmyEd? I have loaded several 

legacy enrollments for the spring and summer 

terms. I used CO for the enrollment file, which I 

now understand was incorrect. However, today’s 

web call did say these were being accounted for in 

the sweeps. 

Student Degree Plans (SDPs) are only required for Soldiers 

who wish to continue taking courses at your school. 

100.  For the new students, I have two new requesters 

for this fall, where I received notice they have 

education requests to approve. I approved the 

requests, submitted the SDP and the enrollment 

No, not until those approved TA requests come back to 

your Finance tab in ArmyIgnitED. Once both courses are at 

least 19% complete, you should be able to invoice the 

Army for those approved TA requests. 
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files. Is there anything else that I need to do on my 

end? 

101.  What is the path to find those training videos? After 

clicking on "support" what category are they 

under? 

The videos can be found in 3 places: 

1. https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-

support-training-video 

2. Within ArmyIgnitED under the Support tab > Training 

Materials > "Educational Institutions - Tuition Assistance" 

category > Training Videos. 

(By default, the Army Education Counselor category loads 

first. So you will need to switch out the category once the 

page loads.) 

3. Mighty Networks under Resources > Training Videos. 

102.  If we have taken the actions to make sure that the 

confirmation emails haven't gone to SPAM - can we 

do a screen-share meeting with someone to see 

what might be going on? 

Please open a SNOW case and let school support know. 

103.  Can we get some videos or screen shots of how to 

submit cases/tickets/etc? 
We will take this back for further review. 

104.  When sending grade files, what is the key identifier 

that allows a grade file line item to link up with the 

course enrollment file so that the grade posts? 

Does it use a combination of SSN with Course 

Subject, CourseCatalogNumber, and 

ClassStartDate, or does it solely focus on 

ClassReferenceNumber? 

The four key data points are: SSN, Course Subject, Course 

Catalog Number, and Class Reference Number. 

105.  When a course enrollment file that has been 

submitted to ArmyIgnitED is consumed but not 

populated into the portal, it seems as though 

confirming proper format and resending does not 

help. What does seem to help is to slightly alter the 

class reference number. Is this because the 

originally consumed-but-not-populated data is still 

housed in ArmyIgnitED, which means that when it 

sees a repeat file, it does nothing, including not 

populating the file? I ask because altering the class 

reference number manually may have downstream 

effects when trying to match to any other file (eg. 

Grades). 

Altering the class reference number does have 

downstream impacts. Ultimately, the SSN, Course Subject, 

Catalog Number, and Class Reference Number allows the 

system to determine if the data already exists in the 

system, or if the data is brand-new and the system should 

create a completely new instance of that course for that 

Soldier. (If the Class Reference Number is changed, the 

system will think that this is a new course. But humans will 

see the same Subject and Catalog Number, and assume 

that it is duplicated data, leading Army Education 

Guidance Counselors to reject all duplicated courses.) If 

data is not visible in the system, please double check the 

SSN. If the SSN matches and is for the correct student, 

please open a technical SNOW helpdesk ticket, so that the 

system engineers can take a look. Please be as specific as 

possible with you helpdesk case, as specific examples 

allows the technical team a starting point to work and 

resolve the underlying issue. 

https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-support-training-video
https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-support-training-video
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106.  I uploaded a course enrollment file and need to 

change the course catalog number for one of the 

courses. How can I change this information in the 

ArmyIgnitED portal? 

You cannot. Any changes to the Course Subject, Catalog 

Number, or Class Reference Number will make the system 

think that this is a brand new course. (Which it is.) You 

must upload a new Course Enrollment file with the old 

class data, listed that old class as dropped, and new class 

data with the correct Subject, Catalog Number and unique 

Class Reference Number. 

107.  Is there any way to check on the ETP"s that have 

been being pulled from our enrollment files? We 

haven’t seen changes in ArmyIgnitED and submit 

an enrollment file daily. 

Please reach out to School Support 

108.  How do you put an elective placeholder on the 

SDP? 
Please see the How To video for SDPs: 

1. https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-

support-training-video 

2. Within ArmyIgnitED under the Support tab > Training 

Materials > "Educational Institutions - Tuition Assistance" 

category > Training Videos. 

(By default, the Army Education Counselor category loads 

first. So you will need to switch out the category once the 

page loads.) 

3. Mighty Networks under Resources > Training Videos. 

109.  Do we enter all of the all of the credits that a 

student transferred in, or do we only enter the 

credits that apply towards the degree that the 

student is seeking? 

Under normal conditions, only the previously taken credits 

& transfer credits that apply towards earning the Soldier's 

degree need to be entered on the Student Degree Plan. 

(However, for the time being, feel free to focus on the 

classes that are still remaining before earning a degree.) 

110.  I validated and then uploaded a student degree 

plan. The only confirmation I received was an on-

screen notification that it was "uploaded." the next 

day I received a message that there was an error in 

the file with the CIP code? It validated it that 

everything was file that was why I uploaded the 

file; when other files I tried to validate errored out 

with the CIP Codes. 

Please make sure that the CIP code on the SDP matches 

with the CIP code on the Soldier's approved Ed Path. If 

they match, please open a SNOW case. 

111.  Should we submit prior term enrollment with the 

current enrollment in the submission of the 

enrollment file so that we can then upload the 

grades file for those prior term’s enrollment file? 

If this is referring to the historical GoArmyEd classes, then 

please wait until the course enrollment data is migrated. 

Once the data is migrated, schools will be able to post 

grades for those classes. 

112.  We are NOT going to send non-directory 

information about students via email (course 

enrollment), so is there any way they can update 

their system to allow students to select courses 

The Exception to Policy (ETP) tool that the ArmyIgnitED 

team runs, will convert Course Enrollment data into 

Tuition Assistance requests automatically, if the Soldier is 

unable to request TA before the start date of the course. 

https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-support-training-video
https://vantagepoint-staging.webflow.io/army-school-support-training-video
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that have "already started" for the purposes of 

electing tuition assistance? 

113.  Will we ever have access to seeing which degrees 

have been uploaded into ArmyIgnitED? 
Yes, this is a future enhancement that is in the works. No 

ETA just yet. 

114.  When a student has an Education Path previously 

approved, can a Student Degree Plan be updated, 

or should the student be submitting a new 

Education Path? 

Either / or. Schools can submit a SDP based on the current 

historical Ed Path. Or, if they so choose, schools can ask 

that students select a new Education Path, so that the 

school can align the CIP code to the new Ed Path. 

115.  When the Education Paths are being approved is 

there a way to see the date of approval and who 

approved the Education Path? 

We will take this back for further review. 

116.  When a student submits an Education Path for the 

Stateside location but is Overseas the tuition rate is 

incorrect. Should the Education Path be rejected? 

The Education Path does not dictate the Tuition Rate; the 

course enrollment file dictates which Tuition Rate is used. 

However, the Ed Path does determine which school / 

campus the Soldier is attending. So, if the Soldier is 

aligned to the wrong OPEID, we recommend having the 

Soldier select a new Education Path that matches with the 

correct home school. 

117.  There are Duplicate soldier data that appears on 

the Ed Path when will this be fixed or reviewed? 
We will take this back for further review. 

118.  When will EIs be able to manually add grades and 

degree completions into ArmyIgnitED directly on a 

student's record like we did in GoArmyED? 

We will take this back as a possible future enhancement. 

119.  I have received conflicting information regarding a 

student requesting TA. Can a student request TA 

without the Student Degree Plan being uploaded? 

Can a student request TA without the Education 

Path being approved? Does the Education Path and 

Student Degree plan both have to be 

approved/submitted before the student can 

request/receive TA? 

All Soldiers must have an approved Education Path on file 

before they can request Tuition Assistance (or before the 

ETP tool can generate a TA request automatically.) The 

Student Degree Plan is *not* required in order for a Soldier 

to request TA, or for the ETP tool to generate a TA request 

automatically. 

120.  We have student's attempt to create an Education 

Path but are unable to select our school. The only 

way to make our school available they must add 

the words "other" or "general" to select our school. 

When will this be fixed? 

We will take this back for further review. 

121.  Here at UM we are still trying to collect payment for 

past Spring 2021 term. All grades and enrollment 

have been submitted. When creating invoice there 

are no courses to submit invoice for the student; 

except for one class for a student. The class 

showed payment for $500 less than what the 

expected payment was authorized. I have reviewed 

the videos and unable to invoice for the classes the 

Please reach out to School Support. 
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students are enrolled. I have also submitted case 

tickets. 

122.  If didn't submit a course enrollment file for classes 

that started after 1 January 2021, can I do it now 

since the deadline was August 30th? 

There is no deadline; and yes, please submit your course 

enrollment files ASAP. 

123.  Is there a way to find out if our school is on the 

Green/Amber list without opening a SNOW case? 
Please reach out to School Support. 

124.  I have uploaded course enrollment files for classes 

that started in June and ended in August 

successfully. How come I can't see the courses in 

the finance folder? I only see courses that started 

after August. 

Most of the TA requests that were generated via the 

Exception to Policy (ETP) tool had to be reviewed and 

approved by Army Education Guidance Counselors. All TA 

requests must be approved before they will show up on 

one of the Finance tabs.  

125.  What should be the process for Wait Listed (WL) 

students/courses? 
In a normal workflow, schools will want to submit the 

course enrollment data for the courses that are waitlisted. 

That way, Soldiers can request TA for all courses, prior to 

the start date. If the Soldier does not take the Wait Listed 

course, the school can post an updated course enrollment 

file indicating that the course was dropped.  

126.  We have students who seem to have duplicate 

registrations in the same course. How do we 

remediate? 

Please reject or reduce to zero all duplicated courses, in 

order to avoid errors / issues with your invoice. 

127.  How do we correct what appear to be duplicate 

enrollments for the soldier in the same course? 
Please reject or reduce to zero all duplicated courses, in 

order to avoid errors / issues with your invoice. 

128.  We have four departments responsible for 

individual files uploaded. All of our files were 

accepted but not totally. We have submitted 

tickets for help with determining the cause of the 

errors. We also have contacted our students to file 

ETP's. As this fiscal year is coming to an end shortly 

we are concerned that we may not get all of our 

files in totally. I only have one student who has 

approved TA at this time. We just want to make 

sure that the students we handle are not penalized 

for errors that we do not understand or have no 

response to our tickets. Please advise. 

Even after FY21 closes out, all TA requests for FY21 will be 

provided for, so long as the course enrollment data is in 

the system and the Soldier still has Semester Hours and 

Fiscal Year funding available to cover the course(s). 

Schools and Soldiers will not be penalized/ 

129.  The tuition rate on our invoices shows $165 per 

SEMESTER hour. Our tuition rate in the DOD 

website is $165 per QUARTER hour. Why is the 

quarter hour rate not being converted to the $250 

per semester hour rate? 

We will take this back for further review. Please open a 

SNOW case if you haven't done so already. 

130.  For the enrollment file, "SSN not found" error is 

being received even if we use the full SSN. Can you 

let us know why this is happening? 

That error typically indicates that the school has done 

everything correct. However, the Soldier either does not 
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have an account, or they do not have an approved 

Education Path on file. 

131.  Hello, I uploaded all degree programs and received 

validation correct. No data is appearing in 

ArmyIgnitED. Around August 25, I uploaded all 

enrollment spreadsheets for spring 2021, summer 

2021, fall 2021 and received validation correct. Did 

not receive any emails about incorrect data. No 

data is appearing in the student profile pages. I 

submitted numerous snow cases without 

resolution. Even with all the enrollments 

submitted, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN 

OPEID 002345 does not appear on the green list. 

The soldiers are continually asking me why their 

enrollments are not appearing in ArmyIgnitED. 

Please make sure that your full OPEID is being used in your 

files. Schools will not receive an error email if the system 

cannot match your 8-digit OPEID to the internal database. 

(For this school, the full OPEID is 00234500. Every row of 

every file will need to make sure that the full eight-digit 

OPEID is used, without any additional characters in the 

OPEID column. Likewise, the files need to be posted on the 

Degree Management tab (and not just the validation page. 

Those two pages are separate.) Baring all of that, please 

reach out to School Support for further assistance. 

132.  We've submitted multiple case tickets to request 

access for a couple users that have still not come 

thru. When can we expect those to get access? 

also, do we submit a case if we are not receiving 

TAR files? or go thru school support? 

Please reach out to School Support in both instances.  

133.  We have successfully uploaded enrollments for 

current and past terms. We then submitted grades. 

Some grades upload some don't. We have noticed 

that only if some TA process has either started or 

completed, the grade does not upload. What 

should we do next? We have opened a case. No 

answer 

Please make sure that the classes have ended first, before 

attempting to submit a grade. 

134.  What is the time expectation to complete an entire 

file (enrollment, student degree plan, etc.) for one 

soldier? This seems extremely time consuming for 

those of us with other duties. 

It depends on the number of Soldiers who are attending 

your school. So far to date, over 700+ institutions have 

successfully generated course enrollment files for 

ArmyIgnitED. 

135.  We are uploading SDP's listing courses from Jan 1, 

2021, on as we are expecting the info from 

GoArmyEd to upload into ArmyIgnitED. Is this 

correct or do we need to upload the full SDP info 

for all the courses including the ones the student 

has taken in previous years? 

For the time being, please focus on telling us about the 

classes that the Soldier still needs to complete, in order to 

earn their degree, when generating the Student Degree 

Plan (SDP).  

136.  Noticing after course enrollment upload that titles 

of courses or credits were missing even through 

data was validated. I can't seem to resubmit an 

update. Other tips? 

This is a known issue and will be fixed (no ETA yet.) 
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Exception To Policy (ETP) Process 

1.  Can we still submit/add a student for ETP that we 

missed adding to the ETP student list before the 

start of the course? 

Yes. 

2.  I have two Soldiers who took Spring 2021 classes 

(January 2021 - May 2021). I was unable to invoice 

for them in GoArmyEd because my institution's 

invoicing window within GoArmyEd was closed and 

would open in April. Of course, GoArmyEd was shut 

down before April. In order to be able to bring in 

their TA funds now, I have to go through the ETP 

process, is that correct? I believe I did complete 

this process but then nothing happened. Am I 

supposed to do something more? How can I verify 

if I did everything correctly? 

Correct. You can submit those courses on a Course 

Enrollment file, or if you wish to wait, the data should 

come across once the legacy data from GoArmyEd is 

successfully migrated. 

3.  Some of my students were able to request TA, 

while others, the TA request checkbox is already 

checked and grayed out, and therefore they 

weren't able to request. The students that have 

this issue we had to ETP for this semester. Is this 

issue known, and being worked on? 

Yes, this is a known issue and we hope to have it resolved 

soon. 

4.  In the very beginning we submitted our ETP lists. 

However, when I look up some of our students 

from those lists, some of their classes are still not 

reflecting in AI, and some, their classes are 

reflecting but not showing as pending. Should we 

be concerned? She we create a HelpDesk ticket, or 

even resend the ETP's for those students? 

If course enrollment data is missing, please attempt to 

load that data a second time under a new course 

enrollment file. 

5.  I have TA Requests in the Review TA Request tab, 

when will I be able to create an invoice? Currently I 

cannot do anything but look at them. 

Not being able to include items on a new invoice indicates 

that the invoice has already been submitted for the month. 

The system will allow school finance users to add 

additional classes to a new invoice on / after the first of the 

month. After the invoice is submitted, the system locks out 

the ability to generate a new invoice until the next month 

starts. 

6.  If we have not been paid for a course but have 

submitted several ETPs, is it safe to assume that 

those requests will need to be submitted again? 

Not necessary. Schools will only need to submit new data 

if the course enrollment data isn't already on the Soldiers 

account. 

7.  My student has been on the ETP since the process 

started for classes he took in January and we still 

do not see his classes in order to invoice. I have an 

expedited SNOW, but still no response. 

Please make sure that the course enrollment data is in 

ArmyIgnitED. The Exception to Policy (ETP) tool can only 

work if the data is in the system. Also, please note that if 

the courses were previously approved in GoArmyEd, those 

same courses should come across in the data migration 

effort. 
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8.  Do we need to continue to send ETP files if we are 

sending SFTP files and the classes are for future 

start dates? 

No, schools are no longer required to send an ETP email to 

ACCESS, ArmyU. Please continue to upload all files into 

ArmyIgnitED.  

9.  In regard to ETP - if we are sending enrollment files 

through into AED, do we need to do anything else 

to get the ETP paid. We had not been doing 

anything additional for them. 

Please continue to upload the Degree Upload file, Course 

Enrollment file, Grade file, Student Degree Plan file and 

Graduation file. (At the very least, the Degree Upload file, 

Course Enrollment file, and Grade file should be loaded 

into the system.)  

10.  Will classes uploaded on the ETP file for a previous 

term be in the student record for previous 

enrollments? 

Friendly reminder: ETP file = Course Enrollment file. Any 

data successfully ingested is a part of the Soldier's record. 

(And data sent to ACCESS via email is *not* ingested by 

ArmyIgnitED and will not be a part of the Soldier's record.) 

11.  If I submitted past semester courses & grades, do I 

need to submit an Excel ETP Sheet to the Army 

email? 

No, an email does not need to be sent to ACCESS ArmyU 

any longer. Please continue to upload your files into 

ArmyIgnitED. 

12.  Please verify the email address where we should 

send the ETP List of our students. We've been told 

that the original email indicated was not correct. 

Thank you 

Emails are no longer required at this time. Please continue 

to upload your files into ArmyIgnitED. 

13.  We uploaded spring and summer files in Aug 30 

ETP. We can see summer courses on our students' 

accounts, but not spring. Did not receive an error 

message. How do we know if there was an issue? 

Pleases do a spot check for those spring courses. If they 

are not populating, please attempt to load your spring 

courses a second time. (Of note: Please make sure that you 

keep the same Subject, Catalog Number, and Class 

Reference Number when loading data a subsequent time. 

If one or more of those data points change, the system will 

create new courses (which will appear to be duplicated 

courses) as opposed to simply updating any new data for 

the courses that may already exist.) 

14.  It was mentioned invoices were paid. However, we 

have not been paid for Spring 2021. We have 

submitted EPTs and received nothing that our 

spreadsheets have been acknowledged for 

payments. 

Please make sure that your finance team is submitting 

invoices within ArmyIgnitED. The ACCESS Finance team is 

working diligently to review and approve all invoices 

submitted in ArmyIgnitED.  

15.  Our registration period extends beyond the first 

day of class. Howe can the soldier request TA for 

the course if they do not enroll until the drop/add 

period? 

Per the DoD MOU, all TA requests *must* be made before 

the start date of the course. 

16.  When will there be on option to know what student 

will have approved ETP? 
There is not at this time. We will take this back as a 

possible future enhancement 

17.  Is there a report available to list of all the soldiers 

at our school? Can we submit the ETP file even if 

we have not been able to successfully upload the 

SDP or Current Course Enrollment? 

There is not at this time. We will take this back as a 

possible future enhancement 
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18.  Can we submit the ETP without submitting the SDP 

or Course Enrollment? Is there a template for 

submitting ETP? 

No, there is not. The Course Enrollment file *is* the ETP 

file. 

19.  If the school as already submitted the ETP for 

earlier terms, such as Spring 21, what is the next 

step for the soldiers and the schools, especially if 

we can see the information in the students history 

but no approvals have shown up in the our queue? 

Please make sure that your school has uploaded data into 

ArmyIgnitED. The Course Enrollment file is the ETP file. We 

recommend doing a spot check to see if the course 

enrollment data is in the Soldier's records. If the data is 

not, please re-upload the data a subsequent time to 

ensure that data is successfully ingested by the system, so 

that the data can be acted on during the next run of the 

Exception to Policy (ETP) tool.  

20.  Is there an ETP Template? The ETP file is the Course Enrollment file. Please use the 

Course Enrollment file as the template, and please upload 

that file into ArmyIgnitED. 

21.  Our UC students are being coded as student 

funded vs TA eligible and cannot request TA for 

their course that started in August or their future 

course in October. Do they need to be included on 

an ETP for August courses since the date is in the 

past? Or will this coding error be corrected for 

them to complete TA 

ACCESS is aware of the issue and is looking into it. Please 

note that Soldiers are not allowed to exceed the 16 

Semester Hour / $4,000 FY limit, even if the Soldier is 

otherwise covered under the ongoing ETP window. 

22.  What is the status of ETP Draw #2? Is it still 

running? I successfully loaded ETP enrollments 

that have not been converted to TA requests yet. 

The second draw of the ETP tool has concluded at this 

time. It was initiated on 30 August 2021. 

23.  Are courses that are affected by the FY22 data 

exchange issue automatically going to be funded 

under the ETP process (because I assume the issue 

is not going to be resolved by Friday) and will we 

need to email HQ ACCESS ETP lists? 

No new emails are required at this time. ACCESS is aware 

of the issue and hopes to have funding issues surrounding 

FY22 courses resolved soon. 

24.  Is there a reason many of my Spring term ETP 

courses didn't get picked up on the last ETP tool 

run, even though the enrollment files were 

uploaded well in advance of the tool's run? 

Courses may not have been picked up by the ETP tool 

because the Soldier has reached their SH/FY limits, or an 

Ed Path was not approved at the time the ETP tool ran, or 

the Soldier was on hold at the time the ETP tool ran. The 

third run of the ETP tool will ignore holds on Soldier's 

accounts. ACCESS is looking into the SH/FY limit issue at 

this time. 

25.  What is the timeframe in which courses that were 

approved under the ETP process will populate in 

the finance tab for invoicing? 

Once a TA request is approved in ArmyIgnitED, the data 

should populate into the queue of the Finance tab within 

15 minutes. (Of note: the page does not dynamically 

update, nor will it automatically refresh. Users have to 

refresh the queues periodically to see TA requests 

populate onto the two finance queues.) 

26.  If we have still not received funding for all the ETPs 

we have submitted should we be concerned. 
No, but please make sure that your school is submitting 

invoices to ACCESS ArmyU from within ArmyIgnitED. Army 
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Education Guidance Counselors continue to review and 

approve all TA requests as soon as they populate in the 

system. 

27.  Is the 2nd ETP draw complete? And did it start on 

8/30/21? 
Yes, the second ETP draw started on 8/31/2021, and has 

now ended. (Each ETP run typically runs for 5 business 

days.)  

28.  When is the next draw or can we upload now? All schools should be loading files into ArmyIgnitED as 

soon as they are able to do so. Please do not wait to 

upload files into ArmyIgnitED. 

29.  We submitted an invoice in the GoArmyEd website 

in February 2021. We haven't received payment 

and was told to upload the invoice in ArmyIgnitED 

after the degree plan and grades have been 

uploaded. We uploaded the degree plan and 

grades but it is not in the Finance queue to be 

invoiced. What do we do to get that payment for 

Spring 2021? 

TA requests that have been approved should be 

populating into your finance queues. If they are not, please 

submit a SNOW case. 

30.  You need to be sure the soldiers understand the 

ETP issues as they are sending us emails asking us 

for response that we cannot answer due to timing 

of ETPs, etc. 

Army Education Guidance Counselors continue to work 

with our Soldiers and explain the process. If Soldiers are 

reaching out, please redirect them to their local Army 

Education Center for further guidance. 

31.  We have submitted Course Enrollment Files as well 

as ETP - many of our students cannot view their 

courses to request tuition assistance. What is the 

fix for this? 

If the course start date has passed, the system is designed 

to automatically hide courses that have already started. 

Soldiers can see all course enrollment data under their 

"Student Profile", by selecting "Welcome *Soldier's first 

name*" in the upper-right-hand screen, then selecting on 

'Account'. The Student Profile page is the same screen that 

schools and Army Education Guidance Counselors see 

when looking at a Soldier's record. 

32.  How do we know if we've made it into ANY of the 

ETP draws? 
Approved Tuition Assistance requests should be 

populating into your Finance queues. 

 

Finance 

1.  What do we need to do about fiscal year student 

over payments? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

2.  I have SM that requested TA through GAE in 

January and February prior to the shutdown. I have 

since uploaded those enrolled to AIED and they are 

showing on my invoice to submit, but the amount 

they are paying does not match the original TA 

request, it is only paying a partial amount. How do I 

get this corrected so the TA pays what it originally 

said it would? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 
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3.  How often can Academic Institutions submit 

invoices? 
All EIs are able to invoice monthly in ArmyIgnitED. 

4.  Some TA is being approved the at the incorrect 

tuition rate, when this happens what is the best 

way to get this corrected? 

Ensure your tuition rates are accurate at the DOD MOU site 
https://www.dodmou.com. If they are correct, then create 

a SNOW case using the “Invoice or Billing” case type, so 

that the HQ ACCESS Finance team may address this issue. 

5.  We have 3 invoices from 2019-2020 that are still 

outstanding... We have reached out multiple times 

prior to the migration and no update... please 

advise. 

Create a SNOW case using the “Invoice or Billing” case 

type, so that the HQ ACCESS Finance team may address 

this issue. 

6.  The Sept 10th deadline you said is just for the 

students. What do they have to have completed by 

the 10th exactly? None of our students have been 

able to request TA yet. 

Soldiers should have enrolled into their classes with your 

school by 10 Sept 2021. As long as they enrolled before 

that deadline, your school is able to submit their 

enrollments as ETPs at anytime between now and 

whenever the ETP allowance is shut down. 

7.  I see that an updated “Approved Schools for TA 

Invoicing” was released August 27th. I expected my 

institution to be in the Green list, but we were in 

the Amber list. What would be the best way to find 

out why my institution has not fully completed the 

file uploads. We have uploaded the Degree, 

Enrollment files, Grade, and Student Degree Plan 

file. 

Please reach out to the School Support team for 

assistance. 

8.  Is there a timeframe within which the invoice must 

be submitted once the TA is approved? 
In general, classes will only be eligible to invoice once they 

reach 19% completion.  However, this does not necessarily 

apply to ETP enrollments, since those may have already 

reached 19% or even finished.  Most ETPs will be pushed 

directly to your “Create Invoice” page immediately after TA 

is approved. 

Also, EIs are able to invoice monthly. Once you submit your 

invoice for the month, it will not reopen until the following 

month. As long as you submit your invoice within that 1-

month timeframe, you should be fine. 

9.  Do schools only have a certain window to invoice 

like they did in GoArmyEd? 
EIs are able to invoice monthly in ArmyIgnitED. 

10.  We have a lot of TARs approved for invoicing, but 

the system only allows us to add 5-10 enrollments 

to the invoice before it clears out the entire queue 

and we cannot access it for days. Soldiers are very 

frustrated seeing their requests are pending but 

cannot be processed. Is there a fix for this? 

This concern has been added to the list of concerns to 

review with Deloitte 

11.  Our Create Invoice tab keeps glitching. We can get 

through approving a few line items before it all 

disappears and doesn't come back for several 

This is a known issue being addressed with Deloitte 

https://www.dodmou.com/
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days. We have 6+ pages waiting to be approved and 

soldiers are extremely frustrated. We submitted a 

SNOW case several weeks ago and the case 

information has been given to school support. 

12.  Why are students showing paid in their portal but 

we have not gotten payment? 
This is a known issue being addressed with Deloitte 

13.  You mentioned EIs that owe money back to the 

Army for TA may not be receiving payments. How 

do we know if we owe money? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

14.  We are having issues with the create invoices tab - 

it won't display the full list, and when we create a 

singular one it won't let us access the rest of the list 

(it will disappear). Is this a known issue/when can 

we expect a fix? 

This is a known issue being addressed with Deloitte 

15.  Were soldiers blocked from requesting FTA if the 

course start date was within 5 days? I have several 

that weren't able to request. 

While the ETP process is still open, as EIs submit course 

enrollments for passed start dates, they will bypass the 

Soldier and go straight to the Army Education Counselors 

for review/approval. 

However, if your school was able to submit an enrollment 

prior to the start date of the course, and the Soldier was 

not able to request TA within 5 days of the start date, 

please have them either open a SNOW case or inquire with 

their Army Education Counselor about their TA eligibility 

for that course. 

16.  When will the finance invoice creation and 

submitting section have a download to excel 

button? I had over 1500 soldiers to invoice and 

there is no way to download to a workable file for 

this information right now. Additionally, when will 

the sort feature work for these sections? The 

invoices are not sort at all and it is hard to find the 

same soldier with multiple TA on multiple pages for 

large invoicing. This is a painful process. Can you 

please have someone look into this issue? 

This is a known issue being addressed with Deloitte 

17.  If courses are listed under a student in 

ArmyIgnitED, does that mean that the TAR has 

been approved? "TA Approved" on the right says 

"Not Available". 

Courses listed under a Soldier in ArmyIgnitED mean that 

the EI has successfully submitted the enrollments to 

ArmyIgnitED.  ETPs aside, the Soldier will have to select 

those enrollments to request TA. 

ETP enrollments are currently being routed straight to the 

Army Education Counselors for approval, bypassing the 

Soldiers. 

18.  When I click on the Finance Tab, it shows students, 

anything I should be doing with that? 
Any enrollments you are seeing on the Review Requests 

page under the Finance tab are your approved TA 

Requests that have not yet reached 19% complete.  Once 
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they reach 19% complete, they will automatically move to 

your Create Invoice page under the Finance tab. You will 

then be able to invoice the Army for the Army costs. 

19.  How do we know if we have been approved for 

spring and summer 2021 payment? 
Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

20.  Our university has submitted ETPs and have not 

heard anything for them being acknowledged 

them. 

At this time, there are about 200 Army Education 

Counselors reviewing the over 12,000 ETP submissions 

from EIs. As ETPs are approved, they should appear on 

your Create Invoice page under the Finance tab. 

21.  Have submitted ETPs for Spring 2021 and Fall 2021. 

Nothing has been acknowledged. We still have not 

received our payment for Spring 2021. All of the 

Spring 2021 soldiers were in GoArmyEd prior to 

Feb. 2021. 

At this time, there are about 200 Army Education 

Counselors reviewing the over 12,000 ETP submissions 

from EIs. As ETPs are approved, they should appear on 

your Create Invoice page under the Finance tab for you to 

invoice. 

22.  Why is there a difference in the amounts of TA that 

was received via GoArmyEd populating to AIG in a 

lesser (or greater amount)? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

23.  How does ArmyIgnitED send payments to the 

school? 
The Army’s preferred method of payment is the GPC 

(Government Purchase Card).  If your school does not 

accept credit card payments/VISA, please open a SNOW 

case to address this with the HQ ACCESS Finance team. 

24.  How do I approve Review Request to create an 

invoice? 
When a TA Request is eligible to invoice at 19%, it will 

automatically move to your Create Invoice page. 

25.  No SPRs are populating for approved TA requests. The SPR (Student Payment Request) process is specific to 

the USACC/Cadet Command/ROTC scholarship program, 

not Soldier TA. These calls and newsletters only address 

Soldier TA. Please ensure you are accessing the Academic 

Institution role when you log into ArmyIgnitED for Soldier 

TA. 

For inquiries regarding the USACC/Cadet Command/ROTC 

scholarship program, please reach out to your Professor of 

Military Science or open a SNOW case. 

26.  When TA is approved there is no confirmation that 

the of approval and I must go into each individual 

account to validate status. Will a reports tab be 

added for EIs or notification? 

When TA is approved, you should see the enrollment on 

either your Review Requests page or your Create Invoice 

page under the Finance tab. But we can take this request 

back as a suggestion for a future enhancement. 

27.  Should all schools have access to upload invoices? Yes, all EIs should have at least one POC with the Academic 

role and one with the Finance role – these can even be the 

same person. The Finance role allows your school to 

create and submit invoices in ArmyIgnitED. 

28.  You provided some great information. However, 

there was very little regarding accessing TA 

HQ ACCESS and School Support are discussing the best 

way to address this now. 
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approval info and invoicing. Will you have an 

information session for this? 

29.  When can I expect to be able to get paid for past 

due semesters from last year such as for summer 

2020 and 2020 fall? 

Once the data from previous terms is migrated to 

ArmyIgnitED then past payments can be made. 

30.  We are missing 9 lines from the invoice we 

submitted and they did not go back to the create 

invoice section. Is this a known issue? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

31.  Go Army Enrollment file was only partially 

accepted for Spring 2021 invoice payment. How do 

I find where the rejected rows are and the reason 

for the rejection? 

Once the data from previous terms is migrated to 

ArmyIgnitED then past payments can be made. 

32.  I have been unable to bill for the current fall or the 

previous spring semester yet. I did put in a help 

ticket quite some time ago but did not have a 

response. Thank you! I believe the registrar has 

input the necessary files. 

Once the data from previous terms is migrated to 

ArmyIgnitED then past payments can be made. 

33.  When are soldiers going to be able to initiate a TAR 

for FY22 classes in ArmyIgnitED? It was published 

as August 1st but none of my soldiers can apply for 

FY22 enrollments that I have loaded in for them. 

Soldiers are only able to request TA for classes no more 

than 60 days in advance and may not request TA for 

classes for which the start date has already passed. Please 

have these Soldiers contact their Army Education 

Counselor to determine if the enrollments qualify for an 

ETP. 

34.  Can the 9/10 deadline for TA requests be extended 

so we can have more time to upload enrollment 

files for students? 

No, this is a hard FY21 fiscal year closeout deadline and 

cannot be extended.  However, EIs will still be able to 

submit ETPs for FY21 for as long as the ETP process 

allowance is open. 

35.  Our "Create Invoice Queue" is growing every day, 

however, is not allowing us to move the approved 

TA to the "Submit Invoice" queue. 

Please open a SNOW case to request Deloitte’s assistance. 

36.  Why on the Create invoice queue can’t we sort the 

data by the start as the training says we could? 
ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

37.  We summitted an invoice test and got paid but 

haven't been able to process anymore lines as the 

lines don't move from the "Create Invoice" to the 

Submit invoice. Is this something happening only 

to our school or is it a general issue? 

You are only allowed to invoice once per month. 

38.  I was going along validating TAs and moving them 

to the “submit” side when I was logged out, and 

suddenly no students are visible in the “Create 

Invoice” folder. I was still on page 1, but there were 

roughly 4 pages of students remaining at the time. 

Please open a SNOW case to request Deloitte’s assistance. 
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39.  Will the September 10th deadline be extended? No, this is a hard FY21 fiscal year closeout deadline and 

cannot be extended.  However, EIs will still be able to 

submit ETPs for FY21 for as long as the ETP process 

allowance is open. 

40.  How can we confirm that a soldier is eligible for 

Tuition Assistance now that we are not receiving TA 

approvals? This would apply to soldiers who are 

not able to submit a TA request due to ArmyIgnitED 

problems. 

Approved TA Requests will populate your Review Requests 

queue under the Finance tab when they are approved. As 

such, you should check your Review Requests and Create 

Invoice queues frequently. 

41.  I have created an invoice, but the system is not 

letting me submit the invoice – the submit button 

is greyed out. 

You are only allowed to invoice once per month. 

42.  The Review TA Requests page says that we need to 

remove the TA request prior to invoicing, but all 

the Remove Reasons indicate that we will not be 

invoicing for the class. What reason are we 

supposed to select if we are going to invoice for the 

class. 

A TA Request is not eligible to invoice until it reaches 19% 

complete. When a TA Request reaches 19% complete, it 

will automatically move from your Review Requests queue 

to your Create Invoice queue.  You should only use Remove 

reasons in the Review Requests queue if you do not intend 

to invoice for that class. 

43.  How do you see a student in the finance tab? When a Soldier’s TA Request is approved by an Army 

Education Counselor, it will appear in your Review 

Requests queue on the Finance tab.  Once it reaches 19% 

complete, it will automatically move to your Create Invoice 

queue. 

For ETPs, which may already be 19% complete, they will 

automatically move to the Create Invoice queue once 

approved. 

44.  Our university updates our TA rates with DOD every 

year. However, our TA is not correct with our 

overseas campuses, Asia and Europe. We have 

been told by Ed at DANTES that Deloitte is pulling 

from the Standard Tuition Rate page and not the 

Program-Specific Tuition Rate field. When can we 

expect a resolution? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 

45.  How can students be in my queue if the school isn't 

on the green or amber list? 
The Green/Amber list does not dictate whether your 

Soldiers’ course enrollments will populate in their 

ArmyIgnitED accounts. It may affect whether your school’s 

TA Requests will be pulled into the next draw, however. 

46.  What is a GPC school? How do we know if we are 

one? 
GPC = Government Purchase Card (VISA). This is the 

primary source of invoice payments in ArmyIgnitED.  If 

your school accepts credit cards, it is likely that you are a 

“GPC school”. 
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47.  How can I get a list of the students who were 

previously enrolled/receiving TA so I can upload 

their courses? 

At this time, this functionality does not exist. 

48.  Our Branches are not on the Green/Amber List. I 

am unclear whether students at our branches are 

being supported. I can't search by FICE code in 

ArmyIgnitED. Is there a way I can confirm this is 

happening at the branch level? 

You will need to talk to your additional locations if they are 

participating in ArmyIgnitED. You can reach out to School 

Support for assistance as well. 

49.  We had a course that stated the TA was approved 

and now it says In-progress. Can you explain what 

this means? 

“In progress” is an informational message for Army 

Education Counselors to let them know that a course is 

still in progress. It is not related to the TA Request status 

itself. 

50.  Are we still only to invoice quarterly 1 time as we 

were in Go Army? 

Is there a place to look to see if we were one of the 

campuses you were reaching out to pay for spring 

2020? 

All EIs are able to invoice monthly in ArmyIgnitED. 

51.  What are the exact steps for a soldier to get FTA 

and who is responsible for each step (education 

paths, education counselors, EI's, vs soldiers)? A 

flow chart would be nice. 

School submits degree program files to ArmyIgnitED to 

load their TA eligible degrees (once this is done for a 

particular degree, you shouldn’t have to do it again unless 

you need to correct something) 

Soldier selects an education path in ArmyIgnitED from the 

degree selections 

School approves/rejects education path in ArmyIgnitED 

School submits Student Degree Plan (SDP) to ArmyIgnitED 

for Soldier from education path selection 

Soldier enrolls into class directly with school 

School submits enrollment file to ArmyIgnitED containing 

enrollments for Soldier 

Soldier selects the enrollment in ArmyIgnitED to confirm 

that they want TA to pay 

➢ Either the SDP will auto-approve the TA Request, 

or the Soldier’s Army Education Counselor will 

review/approve the TA Request 

School receives TA Request in ArmyIgnitED TA Request 

Queue indicating which class(es) the Soldier has selected 

and been approved for TA. 

 

52.  We are a large enrollment school invoicing 150K 

plus a month. Is it possible to change from GPC to 

wire payments? 

Please open a SNOW case so that the HQ ACCESS Finance 

team may address this. 
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Individual EI Training 

1.  We didn't know the enrollment file needed to be 

uploaded to the system for ETP file to be 

processed until today's training. Would you go 

over the full ETP process? We have submitted ETP 

for classes prior to September as well as 

uploading Enrollment Files for classes after 

September. We haven't received 

confirmation/payments for ETP or TAR from 

ArmyIgnitED. 

Step 1) School uploads the course enrollment file. 

Step 2) If the start date of the classes hasn't started yet, 

Soldiers can log in and request TA for those courses. If the 

start date has already passed, the course enrollment data is 

loaded into the system and waits until the next run of the 

ETP tool. 

Step 3) Once the ETP tool is ran, the system will attempt to 

turn the course enrollment data into TA requests 

automatically. The ETP tool checks the Soldier's records to 

ensure that there are no holds and that the Soldier still has 

Semester Hours and FY Funding remaining. If both 

conditions are met, a TA request is generated. Otherwise, a 

TA request is not generated. 

Step 4) Once the TA request is generated, the Army 

Education Guidance Counselor will review and approve the 

TA request. 

Step 5) Once the TA request is approved, school users with 

the finance role should be able to see the approved TA 

requests and should be able to submit an invoice to the 

Army from within ArmyIgnitED.  

2.  I don't upload degree plans, but as the POC I 

receive email rejections. Can you tell me why the 

person who uploads and has active access to the 

site doesn't receive the notification as well? 

All school users that have the Academic role should be 

receiving the rejection email at this point. If they do not, 

please have them submit a SNOW case. 

3.  I am new to this position. It looks like my student 

has documents in the system. Her funding status 

shows active and TA Approved not available. She 

graduated in May 2021 and still trying to get her 

money for her. I am having a hard time trying to 

figure out if I need to do anything else for her to 

receive her payment. I have opened SNOW cases, 

but I honestly need someone to call me and walk 

through this with me. I cannot even download the 

templates under the degree management. 

All Soldiers must have an approved Education Path on file 

before the ETP tool can generate a TA request 

automatically. ACCESS is still tracking that all Soldiers may 

not have an account yet. For further training assistance 

please reach out to School Support. 

 

Login Account Creation 

1.  Under the Civilian EI Vendor, many entries 

populate for student request. Is there a fix in place 

to clean up the student data? 

Soldiers should not be submitting TA requests if the school 

is also recognized as a vendor for the Civilian program, 

since the system isn't designed to post TA requests to 

vendor accounts. (Please note: There are Soldiers that are 

also Army Civilians (known as dual status Soldiers), and 

their SF-182 requests may be valid requests. Please do not 
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reject SF-182 requests without first validating that those 

requests were made in error. There are valid SF 182 

requests being generated by Army Civilians at this time.) 

2.  I am not able to submit Snow cases. I receive an 

error when I select "create a case." I submitted a 

guest case to try to solve this and reached out to 

Army School Support, but never received an 

answer about this issue. What should I do? 

Please let School Support know one more time, and please 

provide as much detail as possible. (IE: Your name, the 

email address that you use to log into ArmyIgnitED, your 

school (and OPEID if you have it handy), and what role you 

need (i.e., Academic, or Finance, or both Academic and 

Finance role), and the school support team can follow up 

with the Gov team to see why you might not be able to 

access Service Now. All school users should be able to 

access SNOW. But if you cannot, the ArmyIgnitED technical 

team will need to take a deeper look at your account.) 

3.  How do we change roles over from someone who is 

under the main account holder to make that 

person the main account holder? My SCO is the 

main account holder. However, he does not handle 

TA. I am the Military Tuition Assistance Coordinator 

and will need to take over the main role. 

Please reach out to School Support, who will forward the 

request to the proper team. 

4.  Is there a way to get access with one email address 

for multiple entities (to incorporate all regional 

campuses under 1 login), or do we have to have a 

different login for each? 

At this time, all school users need to have separate 

Username and Passwords. A single sign on account is not 

authorized. However, school users can be linked to 

multiple campus locations. Please let School Support 

know if / which account should be linked to what schools. 

(Need to know the email you use to log into the system, 

and which OPEIDs (and the name of the school / campus) 

you should be linked to.) 

5.  Our issue is Access. We have reached out to 

multiple folks . How can my team complete a 

SNOW Work Order if my team has no access? 

If your school users can see other helpdesk cases, you may 

have the wrong role in Service Now. If that is the case, 

please send School Support a screenshot of what you see, 

and the email account you use to sign in. We will get your 

account adjusted accordingly. (Currently school users 

should only be seeing their own helpdesk cases and 

should not be seeing the helpdesk cases of anyone else.) 

6.  How long does it take to get access to ArmyIgnitED 

after attempting account creation? I sent an 

account request but it still not has been approve 

As soon as ACCESS ArmyU receives the request, we should 

be able to grant access the same day. 

7.  I still can't even get logged in. I've had a call with IT 

vendor, numerous emails weekly. Can someone 

please assist? 

Any users that are experiencing login issue should be 

aware that there is a backlog for technical issues. 

However, we are also tracking that oftentimes, school 

users open a helpdesk case under the wrong case type and 

subcategory. As a result, the helpdesk case gets routed to 

the Army Education Guidance Counselors, and not the 

technical group. If your case has not been worked within 

two weeks, please reach out to School Support and let 
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them know that you need access. (Please include as much 

detail as possible, so that the School Support team can 

pass the email along, and the Gov team can troubleshoot 

or resolve the issue as quickly as possible. (Details such as 

your name, the email being used to log in, school name, 

and school OPEID, will significantly reduce the amount of 

time it takes the Gov team to get your account squared 

away.)) 

8.   There are issues with searching in the ArmyIgnitED 

portal. I have to log out and log back in multiple 

times. I have created a SNOW case with no 

response. 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

 

Policy 

1.  Policy clarification request - is the requirement for 

TA approval that the Soldier request TA prior to the 

first class day or that TA is approved prior to the 

first class day? 

The general TA Policy is that TA must be approved prior to 

the start date of the class. 

The current ETP allowance has relaxed that to allow EIs to 

submit Soldier course enrollments until the ETP allowance 

ends.  However, Soldiers are still supposed to enroll into 

their classes with your school PRIOR to the start date of 

the class (as reported by your school in the .csv Course 

Enrollment file). 

2.  Which years/terms have been invoiced for ETP's ? The ETP is currently open for FY21 and FY22. When the ETP 

is shut down, EIs will be alerted ahead of time. 

3.  Students’ courses were on hold since we didn't 

know if they were close to 16 credit hour limit. Now 

we know they surpassed that. Will Army pay above 

16 credit hours since for 5 months we could not 

confirm eligibility? 

No. Army Education Counselors are manually checking 

each ETP request to verify the Soldiers’ TA eligibility. The 

16 SH cap is absolute, as is the $250/SH limit. 

4.  How does a student soldier in a non-degree 

seeking plan apply for TA? 
In order to be eligible for TA, a Soldier must select an 

Education Path (degree) with a school. This includes 

Special Program Paths, which advance a Soldier 
toward a certification 

 

School Support 

1.  Who will get invite to Mighty Networks?? I have 

inquired as to who has access and I have yet been 

able to get a complete list of users for our 

institution. The list should be relatively short as not 

everyone who had GoArmyEd access should have 

ArmyIgnitED access. 

We have sent out invitations to all users at your school 

with active ArmyIgnitED accounts.  If anyone with an active 

ArmyIgnitED account did not receive an invitation, please 

reach out to the School Support team.  
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2.  Who is School Support? Often a question has been 

submitted in SNOW only to be forwarded to Army 

Education counselors on post. 

The members of your School Support team are listed 

above in the “Topics of Discussion from Army School 

Support”.  Our company is Vantage Point Inc, and we are 

contracted by ACCESS ArmyU to assist Education 

Institutions with policy and procedural questions in 

ArmyIgnitED. 

3.  How do we know who the School Support team is? The members of your School Support team are listed 

above in the Topics of Discussion from Army School 

Support. 

4.  I had to take over all Army invoicing, without 

guidance, in the middle of your conversion to 

ArmyIgnitED. Will the School Support team be able 

to assist me with all invoicing that should have 

been submitted through GoArmyEd as well as 

ArmyIgnitED? 

Yes, to a certain extent. But most invoicing questions 

regarding GoArmyEd invoices will need to be addressed to 

the ACCESS finance team.  Please open a SNOW case. 

 

SFTP/File Template 

1.  Do we have to do the validation, or can we 

submit files via the SFTP process? 
Only a small group of high-volume schools have been selected 

to use sFTP. 

It is possible to submit files via the sFTP process (if your 

school is one that has access to the sFTP server) without 

performing the validation process. However, the validation 

process does help to reduce a number of errors prior to 

uploading. 

 

SNOW Issues 

1.  We are not receiving the file error emails from 

noreply@ArmyIgnitED.com. A SNOW case is open 

but not resolution has been reached. Are you able 

to provide information on how we can be notified 

of the file errors? 

This issue is currently being tracked by ACCESS ArmyU and 

we hope to have this resolved soon. 

2.  I have submitted multiple tickets with no 

resolution over a month’s time to get STFP log-ins. 

I did email the school support team for assistance 

now today also. 

Please note that no new sFTP logins for new schools will 

be generated at this time. (The Fort Knox HRC Data Center 

has allocated a certain number of login credentials. Once 

ArmyIgnitED is able to move into the cloud, we should be 

able to address this issue at this point in time.) All schools 

that have sFTP access have received an email with the 

sFTP login credentials. Please let school support know 

what your helpdesk ticket numbers are, so that we can 

check to make sure that your helpdesk tickets are in the 

right queue. 
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3.  We have a SNOW case, submitted on 26 Jul 21, that 

remains unanswered. How long does it take for 

SNOW cases to be responded to? 

Cases are being addressed as quickly as possible. 

Some cases may have been originally routed to the 

“Counselor” queue and will need to be re-routed as that 

queue is not currently being monitored. Please contact 

School Support if your case has not been addressed so 

that it may be routed to the correct case queue. 

4.  We checked our school rates on the School Profile 

page and they are not correct. Opened a case to 

have corrected and the case was closed with no 

resolution or reply. 

All rates are updated via the DodMOU.com website. Rates 

are currently pulled quarterly (which means it may take up 

to 90 days for your profile to reflect the correct rates). 

 

Technical Difficulties 

1.  When uploading the SDPs, some Soldier’s accounts 

are not accepting the uploaded SDP or it will only 

take one course from the listed 20. We do not get 

an error report when this happens. Is there a work 

around for this? 

Please make sure that the OPEID is for the same school 

throughout the SDP file. (We've seen on the backlog that 

certain files are populating for OPEID's with 00, and 01, 02, 

03, 04, 05, etc). If the issue persists, please open a SNOW 

case. 

2.  Some students tried to request their TA after 

enrollments were uploaded, however, some of 

these soldiers found that the checkbox next to their 

class was already checked and was greyed out. 

Therefore, these students were unable to request 

TA for those courses. Is this issue known? Is there a 

workaround? Why is this box already checked and 

greyed out? When I’ve uploaded our soldier’s SDPs 

the courses that have been marked as complete 

are not reflecting in AI. Do we have to wait to post 

our grades before seeing the classes as satisfied? If 

so, why even have the column required in the 

template? Also, no errors have been received to 

indicate anything is wrong. What does it mean 

when a Soldier’s approved TAR shows as -$750? 

Does this mean that student owes the Army? 

These are known issues, and both should have been 

resolved by now. The greyed out check boxes was due to a 

system hold issue (which has been addressed). And the -

$750 was caused by a finance issue (which has also been 

addressed.) If degree plan requirements are being marked 

as complete, please check the Student Degree Plan (SDP) 

file, and make sure that the "Credit Hours" column is listed 

as zero for that particular requirement. Please open a 

SNOW case for any other outstanding issues. 

3.  Thanks for confirming that a TAR without a 

decision is pending. The issue we are having is that 

we are never notified when the TAR moves from 

pending to approved/denied. Is this being fixed? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

4.  For us the unknown student SSN, course/subject, 

find class, and Ed Path not found is generally a 

Soldier who has not created their account/Ed Path. 

Not sure how that is remedied. If Soldiers are not 

doing their part, what is the expectation of the 

institution? 

Army Education Guidance Counselors continue to work 

with our Soldiers and explain the process. So long as 

schools continue to generate and upload files, schools are 

doing what is needed. 
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5.  Courses that are currently in a student file and are 

in progress are not being recognized when the SDP 

is uploaded, is this a known issue and what is the 

fix? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

6.  For the FY22 courses, we also have students who 

cannot request TA for the courses even though we 

are within the 60-day window, the box to check to 

request TA is grayed out. How to fix? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

7.  Two-part question on uploading and validating 

files after the SDP fix: 

When I do receive error emails, all the errors that 

appear seem to be correct on my end (through 

triple checking my data), so I am not sure what to 

do to get these files uploaded correctly. 

For some reason, I am no longer receiving any error 

emails, which makes me believe that everything 

was successful. However, when I go in 

ArmyIgnitED, the data is not there, or it is partially 

there. Again, I used the validation tool for both 

problems that were successful. 

My institution has been on the amber list since day 

1 and all files have been uploaded, however, I have 

only uploaded two course enrollments because 

most of my students were national guard and used 

STR. Is there a certain # of course enrollments to be 

considered to be moved to the green list? 

The email issue = ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to 

have this resolved soon. If the nature of the error is Solder 

/ SSN not found, that's caused by Soldiers not having an 

approved Ed Path, or not having an ArmyIgnitED account. 

Keep in mind that the validation tool is checking for the 

format, not the content of the file. So, even though the file 

passes the file validation check, it doesn't check the 

content. So, it is possible for the file to still generate errors 

if something is off / wrong (such as an invalid OPEID, or 

SSN, or CIP, etc...) 

The Green & Amber list is based on the success rate of the 

Course Enrollment file. (Please see above for further 

details about the Green & Amber list.) 

8.  If we have students in our queue that we are having 

error on is the Sept end date eliminated and Only 

one POC is getting the Error report emails. How do 

we correct? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

9.  Will there ever be an option for schools to upload 

their Degree Eval in another way than the flat file? 

It is a lot of work to manipulate the information 

from our current format 

The long-term goal is yes. However, we do not have an ETA 

for this enhancement. 

10.  The drop-down areas sorting option on "Create 

Invoice" does not function. When will sort option 

be working? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

11.  Why is there a lag time submitting a line under 

"Create Invoice" to when the line moves from 

"Submit Invoice"? This has caused problems with 

accidentally invoicing lines. 

We will take this back for further review.  

12.  Has Army determined the issue with the conferral 

date on the graduation file? The file was throwing 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 
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an error for the date when the conferral date is 

prior to the date the report is being run. 

13.  The Download .csv File Templates feature in 

ArmyIgnitED is not currently functioning. No files 

are indicated and no dropdown is available. Please 

advise. 

This is a new issue. Please open a SNOW case and include a 

screenshot. 

14.  I have uploaded Enrollments multiple times 

without errors how do I know if it has gone 

through-do the students have to request TA before 

I can see the enrollments were uploaded 

successfully? And is there tech support to view 

where my enrollments went to since I have sent 

them multiple times? 

We recommend doing a spot check for some of the 

Soldier's records. Also, please reach out to School Support 

if, after doing a spot check, if you need to determine if the 

files have been ingested into the system.  

15.  I am one of the schools that is not receiving 

confirmation flat file notices when I upload files. I 

do receive the occasional error notice, when one of 

my files passes validation, but has another issue 

with the information. Should I receive a 

confirmation on every file that I submit? 

If your files were processed 100% successfully, the system 

will not send out an email notification. If the system 

detects one or more errors, the system will send out an 

error email. 

16.  I have created an invoice for past term and current 

term, but the system is not letting me submit the 

invoices – the submit button is greyed out. 

A greyed-out button indicates that an invoice has already 

been submitted. However, it should unlock after the end of 

the month. 

17.  I have created an invoice for 13 students, but the 

system is not letting me submit the invoice – the 

submit button is greyed out. How can I get the 

invoice submitted? 

A greyed-out button indicates that an invoice has already 

been submitted. However, it should unlock after the end of 

the month. 

18.  The how to guides say that we can sort the lists by 

the various headers, but I can’t get anything to 

sort. 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

19.  There are sorting arrows in the Finance queue, but 

they do not seem to work when they are clicked. Is 

there a way to make these work? 

ACCESS is tracking this issue and hope to have this 

resolved soon. 

20.  We have been told that our degree file was 

uploaded by one person and then by the school 

contact that it is not there? 

Please reach out to School Support. 

 


